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In Our 93rd Year

Groundwork
Laid For Vote
In Both Houses
FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP) —
Groundwork has been laid for
votes in both the House and
Senate Monday on all seven
measures for which the Kentucky General Assembly was
called into special session.
The House Rules Committee
met Friday to post for passage
on Monday bills on six of the
seven subjects.
The only measure not scheduled for a vote then is legislative reapportionment which has
been delayed in committee because of opposition to switching
small sections in four rural districts. Those problems presumably will be worked out by
Monday or Tuesday and then
the plan for the 100 House districts will be attached as an
amendment to the Senate bill.
The Senate Rules committee
presumably will meet Monday
to post six bills for consideration by that chamber on the
same day. The only subject in
Gov. Wendell Ford's call which
is not eligible for a vote in the
Senate then is the ratification
of the federal constitutional
amendment on equal rights for
a omen, which is tied up in
committee.
The House Committee on
Elections and Constitutional
Amendments has scheduled a
hearing for 9 a.m. Monday on
the eqtfal tights for women
amendment. The committee already has reported the resolution out favorably and it has
had the first two of the required three readings so the
hearing primarily is designed
to help members decide how to
vote on it later in the day.
If no snags are encountered
Monday, the special legislative
session that began last Thursday could wind up its assigned
task by next Thursday, a day
earlier than the earliest predictions.

Tornado Hits In
Cuba Friday Night
A tornado downed power
lines and trees and damaged
buildings Friday night in Cuba,
Ky., but State Police said no injuries were reported.
The twister damaged barns,
outbuildings and a commercial
structure believed to be a radio
repair shop, police said.
State Police said the tornado
swept through a one and a half
mile strip close to the center of
the Graves County town in
Western Kentucky.
A tornado warning was in effect for part of Friday night for
persons in the Western Kentucky counties of Calloway and
Graves.
Power outages in Louisville
affected some street lights and
some trees were reported
down, police said.

District Governors
To Be Honored By
Rotary On June 15

Murray, Ky., Saturday Afternoon, June 10, 1972

Safety Seminar
To Be Held, MSU

Miss Kathy Jo Stubblefield

Dairy Princess Kathy Jo
Stubblefield In Parade
Miss Kathy Jo Stubblefield
appeared as the Kentucky
Dairy Princess in the Owensboro Governor's Cup Regatta
Parade at Owensboro Wednesday night.
The Regatta Parade wa.s the
begin9ing of a four day
celebration.' The ilarattiratits
made up of antique cars and
unlimited hydroplanes. The
four days will be climaxed by
the hydroplane races on Sunday
when a crowd of 70,000 people is
expected.
First prize in the race is the
Governor's Cup to be presented
by Gov. Wendell Ford and a
portion of the ;25,000 purse. The
Regatta is the second largest
single sporting event in Kentucky only being surpassed by
the Kentucky Derby.
Miss Stubblefield rode in the
parade Wednesday night that
was viewed by approximately
ten thousand people.
The Murray girl was a guest
in Mayfield on Tuesday night
for the County Dairy Princess
contests for the First District.
On Tuesday she took part in a

Benny Smith Promoted
To General Foreman
Benny H. Smith, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Smith of Nashville, Tenn., formerly of
Murray, has been promoted to
general foreman with the
Temco Corporation, Nashville,
Tenn.
Smith started work in the mill
room of the Temco Company
Three years ago working at the
same job his father started with
the Tappan Company here.
Smith senior is now traveling
for a firm with main offices at
Chicago, Ill.
Benny Smith is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. Ben Johnsen,
Vine Street, Murray, and sister
of Mrs. Gerald Gallirnore of
Hazel.

An Occupational Safety and
Health Seminar designed to
update labor and managment
on both U.S. and Kentucky laws
will be held at Murray State
University June 15.
Scheduled from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the auditorium of the
University School on the
campus, the admission-free
seminar is being jointly
sponsored as a public service by
the department of industrial
education at Murray State and
the Four Rivers Safety Council.
Among the speakers who will
make presentations during the
day will be Frank P. Flanagan,
area director of the U.S.
Department of Labor, and
James R. Yocum, commissioner of the Kentucky
Department of Labor.
Dr. George V. Nichols, Jr.,
assistant professor of industrial
education at Murray State, and
Donald C. Alley, Sr., of Murray,
president of the Four Rivers
Safety Council, will serve as codirectors of the session.
Noting that recent changes in
federal and 'state, statutes
relating to occupational safety
and health "have increased the
pressure in many a areas of
industry," Nichols said the
seminar will provide an opportunity
for
thorough
discussion of the laws.
The U.S. Occupational Safety
and Health Act has been in
effect since April, 1970, and the
Kentucky Occupational Safety
and Health., Act was passed
during the 1972 session -ofathe
Kentucky General Assembly.
Safety equipment will also be
on exhibit during the seminar.

10* Per Copy

MSU Students
Drop Appeal
Of Decision f

Dexter Homemakers
To Sponsor Benefit

Oaks Ladies To
Hold Luncheon

Vol. LXXXXIII No. 137

Pumas Win State
Tennis Championship

press conference at the
Ramada Inn, Paducah, met
with Paducah Mayor Dolly
McNutt and was made a
Duchess of Paducah, attended
and smoke at the Lions Club
luncheon at Ramada Inn,
Paducah,
and
attended
Paducah's.Cow-to-Caron Dairy
day in the Plaza across the
street from the City Hall.
Miss Stubblefield is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Billy
STATE DOUBLES CHAMPS—Murray's Del sad Mel Purcell,
Joe Stubblefield of Murray
sons of Mr. and Mn.Beanie Purcell, won the Kentucky Slate High
Haute Five and is a speech
School Doubles Tennis Tournament Friday in Louisville by
major student at Murray State
defeating Ike Lawrence and Pat Boyce of Lexington Sayre. Del,
University, She is president of
at left, is following through on a volley while younger brother,
the Kentecky Jersey Cattle
Mel,looks on during semifinal action in the tourney in Louisville,
Club and has thirty-three head
(Courier- Journal Photo By Robert Steinau)
of dairy cattle registered in her
name participating in local and
area dairy shows for nine years.
She is a graduate of Calloway
PADUCAH, Ky. (API—Four
County High School.
Black Murray State University
students disciplined by the university for disrupting an
alumni homecoming luncheon
Nov. 6, 1971, have dropped their
RAPID CITY, S.D. ( API — ment was unable to get to
court action to set aside the Several persons were killed and
them
many others injured when torThe Dexter Homemakers will university's decision.
Best said he believed the
The
attorney for the four stu- rential rains hit the east slopes damage was
sponsor a benefit Thursday
equally serious to
night to help build a baseball dents, William Allison of Lows- of the Black Hills of South Da- the north and south of Rapid
elk,
said,
"As
far
as
I
know,
diamond for the girls of the
kota early today.
City, but said he couldn't deterthe case is ended."
community.
Three bodies had been recov- mine how serious because radio
The students had contended ered by 3:30 a.m., and there
The Club will be selling lunch
and telephone contact were alplates before the ballgame in hearings before the Murray were numerous other reported most completely knocked out.
State
Faculty Disciplinary deaths, according to the Penstarts. Doors will open at 4 p.m.
He said the rain began in
All proceeds from the benefit Committee and Board of Re- nington County sheriff's office. Rapid City about 6 p.m. Friday
gents
and
in
court
that
they
enwill go toward building the
"We've lost people, but we and grew increasingly stronger.
diamond. All donations of pies tered the luncheon hall with don't know how many," said
and cakes will be appreciated, about 20 other members of the Sheriff Glen Best. "I'm afraid
a spokesman for the club said. university's Black Student Un- it could be quite a few."
ion to protest racial disMany of the injured persons
crimination at MSU.
RED CROSS AID
were burn victims, as gas lines
They contended that the reac- exploded, Rapid City officials
For Red Cross Emergency
Military service after office tion of the alumni and MSU se- were forced to turn off the
hours, during the week of June curity police created the dis- main gas line.
11-18, call 753-8684 or 753-4112. turbance.
An eyewitness said some cars
One of the students was sus- were being swept down streets
During office hours, phone 7531421.
pended indefinitely; another by the raging 'waters.
was suspended for the semester
"A Volkswagen was floating
just ended, and another was down the street with the people
FREE PETS
Three five week old kittens placed on social probation for hanging on and screaming for
and one six month old part the semester. The fourth stu- help," the woman said.
beagle dog are avilable free for dent was scholastically inAuthorities were urging resipets by phoning 753-7456.
eligible for the spring semester. dents to move to higher ground,
but high water made it impossible to leave or enter one part
'of the city, sheriff's deputies
said.
National Guardsmen, attending their two-week camp at
Rey. R.J. Burpoe
nearby Camp Rapid, were put
on alert. A guard spokesman
Vann was a leader of men copter flying to the beleagured
described conditions in the city
not by virtue of his rank or po- highlands city of Kontum Frias "chaotic." Most of the city
sition, but by his drive and day night. Once more he want- was
without power.
fearless personal example. ed to back up the will to fight
Best said water was running
That was why he was on a hell- of the Vietnamese troops defive to seven feet deep in parts
fending the city.
Of Rapid City. Power lines were
Rev. R.J. Burpoe has acHe didn't have to be there: down and gas lines broken, he cepted the pastorate at the
He was the senior American in said. Numerous fires were re- Grace
Baptist Church, located
the whole region. But that's ported, but fire fighting equip- on South
9th Street, Murray. He
how the slim, wiry Vann did his
will begin his work here in
job.
Murray on July I.
The Oaks Country Club will
He did not reach Kontum. Gospel Singing To Be.
The new minister served as
hold a ladies luncheon WedThe helicopter went down in
pastor of churches in the Blood
nesday, June 14, at 12 p.m.
flames, and Vann, 47, paid the Held At Oak Grove
River Association for the past
Ladies may make reserfinal price like 55,967 other
The Oak Grove Baptist fourteen years before going to
vations by calling Bernice
Americans in Vietnam.
Church will sponsor a Gospel the First Baptist Church,
Wallis, 753-4782, or Joyce
But the death of few others is Singing on Saturday, June 10, at
Smithland, in the Ohio River
Thomas, 753-9442.
of greater consequence to the 7:30 p.m. The featured groups Association.
Other hostesses are Blanche
destiny of South Vietnam and will the The Wanderers and The .His
other pastorates have
Shemwell, Jean Watkins,
America's efforts in Indochina. Scott Family.
included Cherry Corner,
Elizabeth F'urches, Joan
Ten years ago in Vietnam,
The Oak Grove Church is Northside, and West Fork in
Wilson, Margarite Morgan,
Bess Kerlick, Jean West, Nell Vann, a B29 pilot in World War - located approximately par Calloway County.
II, and an infantry officer in miles west of Hazel, off the
Tackett, Katherine Russell, Sue
Rev. Burpoe is coining to the
Korean war, gathered State Line Road. Everyone is
the
Cunningham, Nancy Bogard,
Grace Church after the vacancy
band invited to eome and enjoy it was
Virginia Howard, Mary Ellen around him an idealistic
created ,by the death of
Point officers. They wonderful evening of gospel
Jones, Sara Hussing, and Suzy of West
Rev. Loyd Wilson who died
(Continued on Page Eight)
singing.
Wells.
March 29 of this year.'

Vietnam Veteran Firmly Convinced
That Mission In Vietnam Was Right

The three former district
governors of Rotary will be
featured in a special program of
the Murray Rotary Club on
Thursday, June 15, at noon at
the Murray Women's Club
Editor's Note: Associated
House.
Press staffers Peter Arnett and
Special tribute will be paid to
Horst Faas, in their decadeWaylon Rayburn, Nat Ryan
long coverage of the Vietnam
Hughes, and Dr. - Ralph H.
war, have seen many of the
Woods in a program entitled
Americans they worked with
"Our Governors Speak."
Dr. L.J. Hortin, who has and wrote about die. On Friday
charge of the program, said night the American they had
"There are very few Rotary known the longest and respectClubs in Kentiicky that have ed the most met a fiery death
among their pres6t mem- in a helicopter crash near
bership three former district Pleiku. Here is what they regovernors. We want to pay member about him.
By PETER ARNETT
tribute to them Thursday."
and
HORST F'AAS
Associated Press Writers
SAIGON (AP) — No man
served America in Vietnam
Considerable cloudiness and longer than John Paul Vann.
cooler today. Highs 77 to 82. He was firmly convinced of the
Clearing and much cooler ultimate rightness of America's
tonight with lows from 50 to 54. mission, saw Vietnam's probSunny and continued cool Sun- lems with brutal clarity, and
day with highs from 70 to 74. had the courage to act and
Mostly sunny Monday and speak up about them when
things went wrong.
warmer in the afternoon.

The Weather,

Largest Paid
Circulation
Both In City
And In County

Torrential Rains Flood
Black Hills; Many Deaths

Rev. R.J. Burpoe
Is New Pastor,
Grace Baptist

Murray brothers, Del and Mel
Purcell, became the first nonLouisville team since 1951 to
win the Kentucky State High
School Doubles Tennis Tournament when they defeated a
team from Lexington Sayre Hig
School in the tournament at
Louisville Friday.
The Purcell brothers, sons of
Mr. and Mrs Bennie Purcell of
Murray, won their match 6-3,46, 6-1, over Ike Lawrence and
Pay Boyce of Sayre.
The Purcells, whose father is
tennis coach at Murray State
University, defeated Ballard's
Ernie Plock and John Gittleman, 8-6, 6-4, in the semifinals to gain their berth in the
championship-match. In the quarter-finals the
-breithers-hadniefeated the
of Tim Kaltenback and 'Chris
Cowan of Ft. Thomas Highland,
6-2,6-2.
In the semifinal action in the
Girl's State High School Tenni
Tournament today, Teri Tafel
of Sacred Heart was slated to
meet Lexington Henry Clay's
Lizzie Boone while Gaylee
Gillim of Collegiate was set for
a match with Sacred Heart's
Colleen
Jones.
quarterfinals
In Friday's

Miss Tafel defeated Lynne
Leverone of Angela Merici 6-1.
6-0, and Miss Boone upset Rita
Metzroth of Iroquois 2-6, 8-4,
_
.-and 6-2.
Also in quarterfinal action
Miss Gillim earned her
semifinal spot with a 6-3, 6-3 win
over Lexington Sayre's Kathy
Thompson while Miss Jones
beat Bernita Watson 4-6, 7-5, 6-1.
Atherton's Becky Bryant and
Susan Gustafson and Lexington
Tates Creek's Frances Merril
and Ten Wheeler were set to
meet today for the doubles final.
Miss Bryant and
Miss
Gustafson defeated Debbie Teer
and Mary Hays of Henderson.
County 6-3, 6-1 Friday, and
Miss Merrill and Miss Wheeler
beat Terri Poticny and Debbie
istiansesnagEastern 74,75.
Gary Plock has won he Boys
State High School Tennis
Tournament for the second
straight year, running off 11
straight games and finishing off
Chet Algood in the 13th.
Thus the left-handed stroker
from Ballard, who has two more
year of eligibility, has a shot at
the record of four straight titles
set by St. Xavier's Tim Cooper,
1967-70.

Sen. Muskie Refuses To
Endorse McGovern Ticket
WASHINGTON ( AP) — Saying Sen. George S. McGovern
must consolidate his own
strength and position within the
Democratic party, Sen. Edmund S. Muskie has refused—
for the moment—to endorse the
South Dakotan's snowballing
presidential campaign.
Muskie, himself once the
front-runner in his party's presidential race, ended Friday several days of speculation that he
would back McGovern.
Although
conceding
McGovern will probably get the
nomination, Muskie nonetheless
said he'll stay in the race.
Muskie said if he supported
McGovern now it would only
stifle dissent without answering
sensitive questions about
McGovern's positions that have
aroused some factions of the
party. Many Democrats disapprove of McGovern's proposals to severely cut defense

spending, close tax loopholes
and provide a yearly income of
at least $1,000 for every American,
"Party unity is not achieved
with the magic wand of the
kingmaker," Muskie said in a
National Press Club speech.
"No man can hand George
McGovern a united party."
Meanwhile, another Democratic contender, Minnesota
Sen. Hubert H. Humphrey, who
lost to McGovern in California's
June 6 winner-take-all primary,
substantially reduced the size
of his campaign staff. A
spokesman at Humphrey headquarters said one-third of the
press staffhad been dropped
and that reductions also were
being made in other departments.
A Humphrey staffer, Mrs.
Dorothy Lyon, deputy director
of political operations. denied
(Continued on Page Eight)

Warplanes Streak Along
North Vietnam Coastline
SAIGON ( AP ) — American
warplanes streaked nearly' 300
miles along North Vietnam's
coastline attacking fuel depots,
coal stqrage areas, bridges and
other military targets near the
four major cities of Haiphong,
Thanh tioa, Vinh and Dung Hoi,
the U.S'i-Cermand announced
today.
The Command said Air
Force, Navy and Marine tactical fighter-bombers carried out
more than 300 strikes from the
demilitarized zone northward to
Haiphong on Friday.
American B52s today rocked
Dong Hoi with a shower of
bombs aimed at supply depots
on two sides of the city.
Other 1352s struck North Vietnamese troop positions and
staging areas only 23 and 27
miles northwest of the South
Vietnamese capital. The raids
were the closest to Saigon since
the 1968 'ret offensive.
On the far northern front below the DMZ, 1352 strikes killed
68 North Vietnamese troops on
the southern flanks of Hue,
about eight miles from the city,
and South Vietnamese ground
troops killed 32 more in a sixhour battle, the Saigon command said. It reported that
three South Vietnamese soldiers were killed and 13
wounded.

In a delayed report, the U.S.
Command disclosed the loss of
an Air Force F4 Phantom jet 30
miles northwest of Hanoi during strikes Wednesday. The two
crewmen are missing, raising
to 37 the number of American
airmen reported lost over
North Vietnam since the resumption of the bombing April
6. Thirty-seven U.S. jets also
have been downed over the
North.
North Vietnam claimed that
another jet was shot down Friday northeast of Hanoi, but the
U.S. Command declined comment.
Pentagon sources in Washington said Friday the United
States has raised to nearly 200
the number of 1152s committed'
to the Vietnam war. This represents more than half the entire
combat assigned force of 390
.1(52s.
Two Americans were killed
and three wounded in other
scattered actions, the Command said.
A patrol clash 27 miles northeast of Saigon cost the lives of
two (;Is from the led Brigade.
Ist Air ('avalry Division, the
only ground combat troops left
in all of southern South Vietnam, A third American was
wounded.
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Dog Leash Law
City Councilman Paul Mansfield has been named
as the chairman of a committee to investigate the
possibility of some type of dog leash law for the city
of Murray.
Mr. Mansfield will report back to the council on his
findings.
Thursday night he provided each council member
with the ordinance which is now in effect in
Mayfield, Kentucky, however the issue did not come
up for discussion because of other pressing matters.
We support some type of dog lease law for the city.
We love dogs and we have always had some kind of
dog as far back' V we can remember, and we must
say that we are as guilty as anyone' by allowing our
-iiog..,taimpostmneighbors.
Most people have a 177617ii-lregrbUttrf
• who tries his best to have a decent lawn, shrubs and
flowers, a large strange dog in his yard can be
upsetting to say the least. If any dog would return to
his home yard to do all his digging, relieving himself, etc., much of the furor about dogs would be
stilled. However this is usually not the'case. A large
dog can reduce a shrub in one season to a puny,
yellowed shrub that is anything but attractive.
The usual complaint about dogs roaming at will
.gover the ,city is that they pester people, bite.them,
interfere with walking and --cycling. These are
justifiable complaints.
To a far greater number of people, however, the
major complaint is the damage done to shrubs and
plants by dogs.
To reduce the matter to its simpliest terms,
anyone who has a dog should keep it within certain
bounds, or contain it in some way, so as to be the
least offensive to the neighbors.
Under present law, a dog that is a nuisance, can be
taken care of, BUT,it requires the resident to go the
city hall, file an affidavit, sign it, then let the police
take action. This takes care of the dog, but look what
it does to the relationship between the neighbors.
This is not fair to residents to have to take matters
into their own hands. There should be a leash law to
keep dogs under control by the owner.
We have had large strange dogs come into our
yard, chase the squirrelsothe rabbits and anything
else that moves, foul up shrubs, the walk, the yard
and otherwise make themselves completely offensive and undesirabiv.
In our advanced socif...c.y, certain freedoms must be
curtailed. We cannot live as free as our forefathers
did 100_ years ago. Our freedoms end where they
infringe on a neighboi7
.-The only respite is to buy
large farm and live in the center of it.
The dog issue has come up many times over the
past years and has been the butt of many jokes and
comment. It is no laughing matter, however, to the
home owner who desires to grow lovely plants, or to
the elderly person who wishes to take an evening
walk, or to the child on a bicycle.
We wish Councilman Mansfield good luck with his
special assignment. We support a dog leash law for
Murray.

Ten YearF Ago Today
LEDGE'.

.1111 FILE

An electric rate reduction for all of its customers
has been announced by the Murray Electric System.
; Mary Ann Crawford, Glenda Jones, and Carolyn
— C Miles, Murray College High, Stis
—a—
n -Evans- and
Cecelia Wallace, Murray High, Ruth Fulkerion,
Frances Armstrong, and Shirley Futrell, Calloway
f;
High, attended the 17th annual state meeting of the
•
FHA
at Eastern State College, Richmond.
•
Walter Lee Steely, son of Mrs. Alice Steely, a
will receive •
$ member of Murray College High,
r,his American Farmer degree at the national FFA
convention in October. This is the highest degree a
future farmer can attain.
Dennis Taylor, City Park director, said the
summer tennis program for girls-ages 10 to 17,-will
ti start June 18.

FIX'

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Riblet Jr.

My daughter asked me why there are wars. Had I
answered truthfully and,in depth, she would hate me
for being an adult member of the human race. I
-ffial-W5nt1hatTsol-replied4hat4.don'1 kno
; she thinks I am stupid. I don't want that either, but
stupid people often are loved.
.0
et.
?,
"Nothing is dearer to a father than a daughter."
—Euripides

,
STATE GOVERNMENT
wSEIL OF AL-Mtn
AK Wulf

By Jim Warren
APPOINTMENT-Gov. Wendell Ford announced the appointment of Mrs. Gail Huecker as the new Commissioner of
Economic Security. Mrs. Huecker is the first woman and the first
social worker to head the department,third largest department in
state government.

W. P. Williams, President (1941-1943)
JameS C Williams, Editor and Publisher
Gene McCutcheon, News Editor and Production Manager
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to The Editor,
or Public Voice items which, in our opinion, are not for the best in
terest of our readers.
National Representatives: Wallace Witmer- Co., 1509 Madison Ave.,
Memphis, Tn.; Time& Life Bldg., New York, N.Y.; Stephenson Bldg.,
Detroit, Mic,.
Subscription Rates By carrier in Murray. 5.35 per week, 51.52 per
month, $18.20 per year. By mail in Calloway and adjoining counties,
$7.50 per year; other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, $15.00
per year; more than 150 miles from Murray, $18.00 per year. All mail
subscriptions plus 5 percent state tax.
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
as Second Class Matter
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COMPLIANCE-State Revenue Commissioner John M. Ross
says compliance was "as good as we expected" during April, the
first month of collections under the new coal severance tax. Ross
said less than 100 Kentucky coal operators failed to file reports or
taxes during the month.

Herc

LAWS-The state attorney general's office is preparing a legal
opinion to relieve the confusion over state and federal employment laws relating to women. State laws specify working
hours and conditions for women, while federal regulations
prohibit all employment discrimination on the basis of sex.
Martin Glazer, deputy attorney general, said the opinion
basically will advise employers to follow federal law when conflicts arise.

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) "(IA
Timing will be important
now. Choose the hours for action
ECONOMY-With the country in an economic upswing,
astutely; choose those for
curtailing as smartly. Shun "Kentucky personal income will continue to rise at a slightly
faster pace than in the nation" during 1972, according to the
mere chance-taking.
TAURUS
University of Kentucky's Dean of Business and Economics. Dr
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Charles F. Haywood said the state's per capita personal income
As with Aries, timing will be should continue to rise on into 1973.
of the essence, but don't let the
thought of it rush you into hasty
APPROVED-Except for one section, Kentucky's air pollution
moves, decisions. Confusion plan has been approved by the federal Environmental Protection
could reign if you let down your Agency(EPA). The federal agency rejected a section concerning
guard.
the publicizing of industrial pollution data. Measures already are
GEMINI
being taken by the Kentucky Air Pollution Control Commission to
( May 22 to June 211
meet the federal objections.
A good day for handling
details ably, getting past opDENIED-The attorney general's office has again denied
position deftly and overcoming
Jewish teachers emergency leave on their religious holidays. The
inhibitions which prevent smart
opinion reaffirms another, issued earlier this year. Asst. Atty
thinking and action.
Gen. Carl Miller said granting such leave would be a
CANCER
discrimination
in favor of the Jewish faith.
( June 22 to July 23)
Though there is a favorable
outlook, some not entirely ,
sireCeSsfir.operations weed.
an added "shot in the arm" —
new methods, tightening up,
Internal maybe just further study.
LEO
Revenue (July 24 to Aug. 23)
Your dynamic energy and
Service
personal magnetism will carry
you far - if you are directing
endeavors into profitable
plementing the pay adchannels. Eschew the frivolous.
justments or the employees
VIRGO
affected. Thise ConditItas must' (Aug.-24 to Sept. 231
be adequately documented,An accumulation of "small"
The new regulations also items could present a mountain
provide for a exception for
of problems if you are not
certain qualified merit plans watching as you go along. Don't
which permits increases up to 7 procrastinate in anything.
percent. This exception relates Attend to details as they arise.
to merit plans which are carried LIBRA
over in successor labor con- (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Good influences! Activities
tracts or pay practices. In
either case, to qualify for the 7 should be handled evenly so as
percent exception, the contract not to lap over too much in any
or pay practice must have been direction. Start with a tempo
MUSCLE PREP— Trainees work in the new twin
you can keep- and maintain it.
in w7iting on Nov. 13, 1971 and
redwing pool installed in the Kiev Physical•Culture Institute
SCORPIO
must • meet several other conin the Ukraine. The water is constantly circulated.
ditions. Increases through (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV'
Weigh fitness and the validity
merit plans which do not qualify
of proposed action carefully.
for special treatment under Pay
Keep your eye on the horizon as
Board regulations are subject you steer your course.
to the 5.5 percent general wage
and salary standard.
SAGITTARIUS
Q. Do you have any (Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
Better-than-average oppublications describing what
controls have been placed on portunities for you to forge
construction industry pay in- ahead and, if one matter seems
sluggish, don't think they ALL
creases?
A. Yes. Write your IRS are. Your outlook most imdistrict office and ask for a free portant.
copy of IRS Publication S-3012, CAPRICORN
a
"Construction Industry Pay and ( Dec. 72 to Jan. 201
A day in which to avoid
Price Controls."
making hasty decisions or
Q. Must a department store
drawing unwarranted conwith a candy department post clusions
"Don't tell me
in the absence of
the prices of all its candy?
complete knowledge of facts.
about dyin'
A. Yes. Candy is a food Otherwise, some nice adand
goin'
to hell!
product and a department vantages indicated.
Dyin' is how we get out of it"
store, even though not a food AQUARIUS
retailer, must post the prices of (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
all such items.
An average day if you so
Q. Is there any requirement regard it but, if you will strive a
for a minimum amount of. little harder, rewards will be
money in controversy in order gratifying.
to get into Federal district PISCES
court to file a treble damage (Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
An "on-and-off" day, but you
suit for a price or rent overshould come through handcharge?
A. No. Under the Economic somely if you 'stress your
THEATRE
Stabilization Act, any person quietly clever manner of
who has been victimized by an handling situations and your
intentional violation of price or tact in dealing with others.
rent regulations may sue in the
YOU BORN TODAY: Being
appropriate U.S. district court
extraordinarily versatile, you
regardless of the amount of might be
called a "Jack of all
money in controversy. For trades" but, unlike
"Jack," you
more information on legal can master any to which you set
--- Starring --actions under the Economic your mind and heart. You are
Stabilization Act by private imaginative, artistic,
William
Susan
Ernest
citizens, see IRS Publication S- something of a mystic and poet,
3008, "Enforcement Provisions but you attain your goals in a
of Economic Stabilization." It's most practical way. Even
available free by dropping a though given to restlessness and
- WESTERN ACTION AT
BEST! postcard to yddr IRS district impulsiveness, you usually turn
in atop performance. Properly
office.
Q. Is the charge glade by a educated, of course, you could
bank to depositors tor checks succeed at almost any vocation
drawn on accounts withhin- you choose, as well as an
sufficient funds a price and thus avocation - which would
subject to the Economic probably be along literary or
1.1tTHE LOSERS"
musical lines. Birthdate of: Sirv,
Stabilization Regulations?
Anthony
Eden,
Brit.
statesman.
2."WILD WHEELS"
A. Yes. Price is defined as
• • •
any compensation for the sale
."BORN LOSERS"
of any service and includes fees,
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
F
OR
1972
int
Ibmtb0C)
•
deialied
day
charges, etc., regardless of
by day forecast, complete guide to
form. The charge in question is
love and mar, age and a EOM
prehensIve char /Kier analySIS
es
the price which a bank charges
now avaolable .P Or you, personal
foretasl. send ST 00 Dies 75 Fenn 1n
its customer for the additional
I rpm toe posIa4e and handling to rod
newspaper. care 01 140e0sCOpe Book
service provided when the
Ekvattroent, Bost I?), 010 Chehea
Slalion New York. MV 10011 Or,nt
check of a depositor is
IOW NAME. ADDRESS with ZIP, Inc
preliated and there are in- .QATE (Sc BIRTH
sufficient funds in his account.
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Economic
Stabilization
This column of questions and
answers on the President's
Economic' Stabilization
Program is provided by the
local office of the U.S. Internal
Revenue Service and is
published as a public service.
The column answers questions
most frequently asked about
wages and prices.
Q. How do Price Commission
regulations control a business's
profit margin?
A. A firm may not increase
prices if it would result in an
increase in its profit margin
over the average profit margin
which prevailed during the
firm's best two out of the past
three fiscal years ended prior
to August 15, 197L This is true
even if the firm had allowable
cost increases that would
otherwise justify a price increase.

Questions
and
Answers

Q. Do Pay Board regulations
merit plans written into union
contracts any differently from
those plans not covered by
collective bargaining
agreements?
A. No. Similar treatment is
afforded each group. Under new
Pay Board regulations merit
plans in existing contracts and
certain
non-union
merit
programs my continue to
operate without regard to the
5.5 percent standard-subject to
challenge-until they expire. To
qualify for this treatment, the
contract or merit program had
to have been in effect on Nov.
13, 1971. In the non-contract
case the total sum to be expended for merit raises must
have been finally dtermined
prior to Nov. 14, 1971 and
communicated to management
personnel charged with im-

20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER•TIMES FILE

Deaths reported are Mrs. Emma Kimbro, age 79,

whodied-at-the-home of a son. W. M. Kimbro of Lynn
Grove,and Jake J. Mayer,age 77, of Hazel.
Miss Jeannette Paschall, Hazel won first place in
the state wide 4-H speech contest during 4-H week
activities at the University of Kentucky.
The Murray Electric System today is observing its
tenth anniversary as a city owned system. A four
page advertisement is published in today's issue of
the Ledger & Times and will be distributed over the
city and county.
Births reported include a girl to Dr. and Mrs. C. H.
Jones on June 3, a girl to Mr. and Mrs. William
McCuiston on June 3, a boy to Dr. and Mrs. Charles
Clark on June 4, a girl4to Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Myers
on June 7, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Blalock
on June 10.

30YearsAgoThisWeek
LEDGER•TDIZ8 FILE

The City of Murray will begin operating the
electric light and power facilities in and near
Murray at midnight tonight. Mayor George Hart
named W. G. Swann, Graves Hendon, L. J. Hortin,
and Harry Fenton to the power board.
Deaths reported are Porter McCuiston, Albert
Johnson Smith, Mrs. Sallie Burton, and E. D. Hurt.
Men elected as head of local clubs include Dr. 0.
C. Wells, president of Rotary, C. B. Ford, commander of American Legion Post, and Dr. Charles
Hire, president of Lions.
Marriages reported include Miss Murrelle Young
to Max Walker on May 23.
James Warren Erwin received his Bachelor of
Science degree in agriculture, Charles Hilton
Williams, Bachelor of Science in agriculture, and
Sam Boyd Neely, Bachelor of!aws, at the University
of Kentucky commencement on May 29.

Bible Thoughtfor Today
---Rtrif-praises to GW,'-wing-ptiiises+-0434--Otals‘qx
unto our King.—Psalm 47:6.

'

Song has been man's greatest means of release.
Song is a.means of praising God who is ever worthy
of our praise. ,

.1244a

wpA

* Holden * Borgnine * Hayward
irs

She forced her
husband's son
to commit
the ultimate sin!!

-

—

000urrt,E tioNoREY

On May 19, 1942, Brig. Gen.'
.lames FL Doolittle was
awarded the Medal of Honor
for leading the Tokyo raid.

,. OLYMPIC ROYALTY
Spain's future king, hasa been
selected for the Spanish Olympic team in the Dragon Class
yachting event.
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Delta Department
Has Covered Dish
Dinner At Meeting

Personal Shower
Mr. And Mrs. Vester Orr, Sr., Honored
At Reception On 50th Wedding.Anniversary Held In Honor Of
Theresea Parrish

"Dealt-Ab13*ir

Miss Theresea Parrish, June
The Delta Department of the
16th bride-elect of Ricky
Murray Woman's Club closed
Rudolph, was the honoree at a
the year's program with a
.%-•••
delightfully planned personal
covered dish dinner Tuesday
shower held at the Murray City
evening, June 6, at the club
Park on Tuesday, June 6, at
house.
seven o'clock in the evening.
Mrs. Walter Baker, new
The charming hostesses for
chairman, presided over the
the occasion were Misses Vicki
business meeting and anPat Lamb, Marsha Ernnotinced the following comstberger, Vickie Butterworth,
mittee appointments.
and landra Morris.
PrO'gram: Mrs. Stanford
For the prenuptial event the
Andrus, Mrs. Dwight Crisp and
honoree chose to wear an
Mrs. Jack Kennedy; finance:
By Abigail Van Buren
organge pant suit and was
Mrs. R.H.Thurman, Mrs. R. H.
presented with a hostesses' gift
Churchill, Mrs. Cook Sanders,
corsage of orange carnations
DEAR ABBY: A woman wrote in to say that wives seem
Miss Hazel Tarry and Dr. Alice
with green ribbon and two gold
willing to forgive husbands who stray, but a man will never
Koenecke; publicity: Mrs.
wedding bands.
forgive his wife for the same thing. It's not so:
George Hart; civc: Mrs. Jack
The honoree opened her many
My sister's husband came to town on a business trip and
Kennedy; courtesy: Mrs. Mavis
lovely gifts including the
he stayed with us for a few days. He [I'll call him "G.') said
McCamish, Mrs. Vernon
to my wife, [I'll call her "E"1 one morning, "I'll help you
hostesses' gift of a white
Roberts; cancer: Mrs. J. D.
with the breakfast dishes."
negligee.
Rayburn and Mrs. Aubrey
I went to the piano and was drumming out a tune with
Refreshments of green punch,
Hatcher, co-chairwomen, Mrs.
two fingers when I suddenly remembered I had to tell my
cookies, nuts, and mints were
Staeford Andrus, Mrs. Stanford
wife something. I promptly headed for the kitchen, forgetting
served from the table overlaid
Hendrickson, 1 Mrs. Edgar
that I was wearing my bedroom slippers.
with a white cloth. Purple and
Howe, Mrs. Dwight Crisp, Mrs.
When I reached the door, I saw "G" with his arms
blue plates, cups, and napkins
Garnet Jones, Miss Lorene
around "E.," and altho both her hands were in the sink, she
were used.
Swann, Mrs. Ewen Allbritten;
Miss Vickie Brandon
was giving him a passionate kiss!
were
Thirteen persons
telephone: Mrs. Graves HenMr.and Mrs. Gene Brandon, Hickory Drive, Murray, announce don, Mrs. B. H. Cooper, Miss
I dodged back and made another entrance, this time.
present and three persons sent
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Sue
whistling loudly to give them ample warning.
gifts who could not attend.
Fairless, Miss Venda
I never let on to either "G" or "E" that! had seen that
Vickie, to Billy Roberts, son of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas E. Roberts Gibson, Mrs. A. H. Kopperud,
kiss.
of Murray Route Six.
Mrs. Charles Mercer, Mrs. G.
The bride-elect is a student at Murray High School. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Vester Orr, Sr.
Perhaps I'm too forgiving, but why should I think it
E. Overbey, Mrs. Wells Purstrange that an-Other-Man finds my-wife kissable"—
Roberts,
a
1972„
graduate
of
Calloway
County
High
School,
is
now
—
dom, Mrs. A., C. Sanders.
Mr. and Mrs. Venter Orr, Sr., the honored couple, served the
"E" passed away a year ago, after a beautiful marriage
employed at Robei151-511 Iron-many,
--OffIcers-serving fee-thenew—zwere honored.vith
that lasted sixty years. I can truthfully say that I have never
Miss Brandon is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eurie
cake.
year are Mrs. Baker, chair- in
laved her more than I do at this moment. The type is growMrs. Leon Phillips of MOW_
Warren of Murray and Alvin Brandon of Murray Route Five. Her
celebration.of thik golden
Stanford Andrus,
man;
Mrs.
ing dim. Goodby.
great grandmother is Mrs. Pearl West of Murray. Mr. Roberts is
wedding anniversary at the and Mrs. Adolphus Webb of St. 'PAW-John Joy of
NEVER JEALOUS
vice chairman; Mrs. H.L.
the grandson of Grover }Canine of Detroit, Mich.,and Mrs. TilghMurray Woman's Club house on Louis, Mo., kept the register. and Mrs. Milan Fuller of
DEAR NEVER: You're quite a gentleman in my book.
Oakley, secretary; Mrs. Henry
man Barrow of Murray Route Two.
Sunday,June 4,from two to five Leon Harp, Jr., played "old Strongsville, Ohio, were recent
Mrs. Myrtle
The wedding will be an event of Friday, August 18, at seven- Warren,treasurer;
o'clock in the afternooreby their love" songs on the piano guests in the home of Mr. and
Wall, chaplain.
DBBJet- Regarding your:answer to "NAMELESS
Mrs. Wayne Hardie. Mrs. Joy
thirty o'clock in the evening at the University Church of Christ.
daughter, Mrs. Merle Basdem throughout the evening.
Tables were decorated with
.PLEASE" on introducing his parents! new mates, I disagrer----All reaUverfilltrfriends are-invited ea-attend.
and Mr. Basden of Fort Worth,
Mr. and Mrs. Orr, Sr., were and Mrs. Fuller also attended
4.?ster-anti-utsetialias„.1ks.
I am a second wife, a stepmother, and I am only five
Vester married in 1922 with their at- the graduation exercises at
Myrtle Wall gave the inyears older than my husband's oldest son. What a traumatic
Orr, Jr., and Mrs. Off 01-1Firt-- - tefftlant, tell% ittnenad Mrs,- Calloway County High School
vocation. Hostesses were Mrs.
experience it is for those being introduced when I am redlay, Ohio.
Leon Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. where theirire-e1;-`1EatftryY1
Graves Hendon, Mrs. Edgar
ferred to simply as "Mother." And my husband's youngest
were greeted at Adolphis Webb, and Mr. and Hardie, graduated.
guests
The
daughter, 9, in attemptingto welcome me into the family,
Howe, Mrs. Jack Kennedy, Mrs.
of their grand- Mrs. Lathem Cunningham.
asked if she could call me "Mother."
Prentice Lassiter, Mrs. Charles the door by one
Mr. and Mrs. Burie Waldrop
Approximately two hundred
sons, Michael Basden, and
I told her that the relationship between a natural mother
Saturday, June 10
nine through eighteen, In- Mercer, Mrs. Wilbert Outland,
persons called during the af- of Murray have returned home
receiving
line.
invited
to
the
and her child is too sacred to be compromised simply beThe Tau Phi Lambda sorority terested in food and nutrition Mrs. George E. Overbey.
Mrs. Orr, Sr., received the ternoon. Out of town guests after a visit with their daughter
cause her father has a new wife. She calls me by my first
will have a wiener roast at the will be held at the City Park
Pat
guests
wearing a pastel yellow were Mr. and Mrs. Talmadge and family, Mr, and Mrs.
name. City Park at 6:30 p.m. from 9:30 a.m. to two p.m.
Darnell
and
son,
Kevin,
of
fashioned
on
Robinson
of
Camden,
Term.;
dotted swiss dress
It would be unfair of me to expect my stepchildren to reHusbands of the members will
Royal Oak, Mich., and Mr. and
Mr.
and
Mrs.
sleeves
Rubel
Rogers,
Mr.
lines
with
full
princess
fer to me as'their "parent." I am not. I am -their father's
be guests.
The.Morray Quota Club will
with long cuffs. Her corsage and Mrs. Berthal Waldrop, and Mrs. Harold Cannedy and
wife, and that is how I wish to be introduced.
The Calloway County Riding have an auction-at the Corn-,
was a white orchid touched with Mr. and Mrs. Gobel Wilson, daughters, Phyllis and Cynthia,
Natural mothers and fathers, or adoptive or foster parClub will sponsor a WKHA munity Room of the Murray
Several names were not in- gold. Another grandson, Andy Detroit, Mich.; Mr. and Mrs. of Alton, Ill. Mrs. Darnell has
ents deserve much more respect from their children than to
horse show at the Calloway Federal Savings and Loan cluded in the story of the Orr of Tampa, Fla., was unable Yewell Harrison, Lexington, surgery in Beaumont Hospital
be categorized with us second mates. We had nothing to do
on Highway 121 Association, 7th and Main wedding of Miss Hettie Suellen to attend.
Fairgrounds
Tenn.; Mr. and Mrs. Earl in Royal Oak and had just
with their upbringing or training, and we do not deserve to
Streets,at 7:30 p.m. Homemade Rahm and Michael Dodson
starting at six p.m.
The beautifully appointed tea Gallimore, Mrs. Gordon returned home from the
be credited with having done so.
pie will be sold for refresh- Ward which appeared in the table was overlaid with white Council, Mr. and Mrs. Ray hospital when her parents
In my opinion, "my father's wife" or "my mother's InnSunday, June 11
ments. The public is invited.
Ledger — Times on Thursday. satin with drapes of the Edwards, Mr. and Mrs. George arrived and she is reported
band" would be most appropriate.
Brooks Chapel
United
The names were not included material caught at the corners Heaverin, Mr. and Mrs. John doing pretty good.
Sign me "S-Th.PMOTHER" because that's what I am!
Methodist Church will have its
The Suburban Homemakers In the information released to
and on each side with gold bows Barnett, Mr. and Mrs. Carl
homecoming services. Regular Club will meet at the home of
DEAR STEPMOTHER: Thank you for a candid Rho
and white wedding bells. Compton, Mrs. W. T. Murray,
the newspaper.
services
will
be
followed
by
a
probably unpopular) point of view.
Mrs. Robert Hendon at 7:30
Ward,
cousin
Karen
Lee
Miss
Centering the table was an Mr.and Mrs. Lynn Foster, all of
basket dinner and singing. All p.m.
of the groom, lighted the arrangement of yellow roses, Paris, Term.; Dr. and Mrs 0. C.
persons
are
asked
to
bring
or
DEAR ABBY: My aunt, who lives in a retirement home,
candles. She, along with the daisies, fuji poms, and bay's Wells, Jr., McKenzie, Term.;
send their donations for the
For puffy eyes, here's a
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle of flower girls and ring bearers, breath flanked by gold candles Mr. and Mrs. J. Y. Lynn,
sent me this item from their monthly newspaper. I hope it
makeup trick you can use as a
upkeep of the cemetery.
the First United Methodist wore lavender dresses trimmed
will brighten your day as much as it did mine. You may
Venice, Fla.; Mr. and Mrs. R. temporary coverup. Apply
in gold candelabra.
print it if you think it's funny enough to share with your
The West Fork Baptist' Church Women will meet at the in plum.
The three tiered cake was A. Wall and son, John, Killeen, taupe or brown-powdered eyereaders.
AMUSED IN MISSOULA
Church will have its annual church at 7:30 p.m.
The groomsmen were Johnny topped with a bouquet of yellow Texas; Mrs. Adolphus Webb,St. shadow. using a cotton swab,
as a contounng device. For
homecoming with Rev. J.M.
Gingles and Jim Berrill of roses and baby's breath and Louis, Mo.
DEAR AMUSED: The item vras both funny ha ha and
puffy eyes, draw a line across
The Board of Directors of the Murray, Larry West and Dave
James
of
Mrs.
Lonoke,
smilax.
Ark.,
as
garlanded
with
the
funny sad if this "law" was actually enforced. Yes, it's worth
the center of the eyelid, startQuota
Club
will
meet
at
the
speaker.
Kemp.
Hugh Wilson, Mrs. Joe Parker,
sharing with my readers; and here it is:
ing from the inside and workTriangle Inn at 5:30 p.m
ing outward and slightly upThe wedding was solemnized and Mrs. Greene Wilson
The Murray
Club will
Ricotta
cheese
contains
ward Then draw another line
.on Sunday, June 4, at the First alternated at the punch bowl. relatively high moisture and
-LADIES, BEWARE
have its fell°
*p breakfast at
Murray Post 73 and Auxiliar,
in the crease of the eye. PuffrBaptist Church, Marble Hill, Miss Sharon Basden arid Miss does not undergo any curing or
the Holiday Inn at nine a.m.
ness vanishes.
Post 73 of the American Legion Mo.
"It's Leap ,Year again, ladies. But if some of you have
Vicki Orr, granddaughters of ripening
will meet at the Legion Home, •
ideas of capturing some unsuspecting man's heart, be careMonday, June 12
South 6th and Maple Streets, at
ful! A colonial Jersey law of the 1600s decreed that all
for persons, age 7:30 p.m.
Day
Camp
women, of whatever age, rank, profession or degree, who
shall . . betray into matrimony any of His Majesty's subThe Murray Unit of the
jects by Scents, cosmetics, washes, paints, artificial teeth,
WIPP It ai`, a'
National Haridressers will meet
false hair or high-heeled shoes shall incur the penalty . . .
-41P•.4110‘. 011101saill 4
gir
at the Murray Beauty Salon at
against witchcraft. The penalty? Death!"
7:30 p.m.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "INTERESTED IN CRIME MOTITuesday, June 13
vation;" To put it succinctly. "Poverty is the mother at
The New Providence Riding
crime." Would you believe I am quoting a Roman historian
Club will meet at the club
IMagaus Aurelius Cassiodorusi who lived between 490 and
-The Evening Current Mission
grounds at seven p.m.
575?
Group of the Memorial Baptist
of
Mrs.
Church met in the home
Problems? Trust Abby. For a personal reply, write to
-Pauline Wainscott on Thursday
ABBY, BOX 69700, L. A., CALIF. NOW and enclose a
evening, May 25. Mrs. Nola
stamped, addressed envelope.
Lewis led the opening prayer.
"Faithfulness"- was the
For Abby's new booklet, "What Teen-Agers Want to
theme of the devotion and Mrs.
Know." send $I to Abby. Box 89700, Los Angeles, Cal NW.
Modelle Miller read Matthew
24:4446 and 1 Corinthians 1:9 in
connection with the thought.
Mr. and Mrs. Keys Keel have
The chairman, Mrs. Pauline just returned from a three
FR EE Mothproofing
Wainscott, read the poem,"Off weeks vacation with most of the
OLIVER GIRL
Duty For God Until Fall')
their
visiting
spent
time being
FREE Mildew Proofing
Mr. and Mrs. William R.
The group made a donation son, Steve in Laguna Beach,
Buns, rolls, breads and biscuits
Oliver, 9015 Cotillion Drive, can
remain hot throughout the toward the purchasing of stair Californai.
Pay only Regular Cleaning Prices!
Cincinnati, Ohio, are the meal with a new Electric Bun carpeting • for the Baptist
parents of a baby girl, Susan Warmer recently introduced by Student Union Building.
Laguna is about forte.five
Eileen, weighing eight pounds The West Bend Company.
Sanderson,
Louis
miles
south of Los Angeles.
Mrs.
features
two
Warmer
The Bun
twelve ounces, born Sunday, amber-shaded, see-thru doors missions chairman, presented Each summer the Festival of
May 7, at a Cincinnati hospital. and a handsome walnut grain the need for food and lodging for Arts and pageant of the Masters.
They have on daughter, styrene cabinet that holds up to the visiting Kansas City draws thousands to see art
Phone 753-9084
Open 7 A.M. - 6 P.M.
baking powder biscuits, 16
Laurie Lee, age three. The 30
brown 'n' serve rolls or 10 hard Singers, a youth group who are exhibits of local residents.
father is a research chemist for rolls. Unit has a special feature to be at Memorial Baptist Laguna is a key creative center
June 12, 13, 14
that permits Srou to add water Church.
Proctor di Gamble.
of Southern
California's
daymoisturising
dried-out,
for
Grandparents are Mr. and
After prayer time, Mrs. Paula ceramics and pottery industry
old rolls.
Mrs. Everett Oliver of Murray
The Bun Warmer is compact Benton and Mrs. Kaye Donn as well as beach resorts and
Route Seven. Great grand- enough (7" x 12^ and 5" high) me a program of music and recreation centers.
parents Mr. and Mrs. A.J. to be used right on the dinner testimony on "Witnessing."
The Keels said they spent a
service. Doors
Wilson of Murray Route Five table or for buffetindividually
or Mrs. Benson's key thought was day at Disneyland and another
can be opened
Murphy
of
Gertrude
and Mrs.
together for ease of serving, and "When humans try to do what is at San Diego to see Sea World
Bel Air, Md.
they lift out for easy cleaning.
right in their own eyes, it often
where the four thousand pound
gets in the
way of God's
whale has a show daily along
leading." Mrs. Doron said
with other sea animals perl
koms
A
"Witness in the spirit where
forming.
God leads you, then exilect
Pleat
Pleat
They also visited Knotts
results."
1205 Chestnut Street
Lined
Strawberry shortcake and Berry Farm. Enroute home
Unlined
fruit punch were served tii-the they visited friends In San
Laundered to Perfection
hostess to the eleven persons Antonio, Texas, where they
present. Those present, not visited the Alamo and many
for your Drug, Prescription
Should be
other tourist attractions; and at
previously mentioned, were
and Sundry Needs
Mrs. Myrtle Overby, Mrs. Zella Austin Texas, to visit Rev. and
Dry Cleaned By
4
1
39
Open 12:00 amt, -611-4N-00 p.m. .._ COVillgtOn, Mrs. Frances Boyd, Mrs. Clarence Buie. At Austin
Professionals
NO LIMIT
the new LBJ Library
they
and museum.
Pauline Waggenat
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Gary Marquardt Takes First In
Annual Bass Club Tournament
By Jerry Allen
The Murray Bass Club held
its annual spring fishing
tournament this past weekend
with almost all memters participating with outstanding
vigour. Since the Murray Bass
Club not only has good fishing
tactics in mind, but also conservation, they limited the
catch to bass over 12 inches
whereas the state size limit is 10
inches.
The rules and regulations for
the contest definately impressed upon everyone that true
sportsman ship was the main
objective. Members were
paired at random for the contest
and everyone was limited to
casting only.
Being one of the newest
members of the club, this was
my first tournament. My fishing
partner, Tom Herrold, of
Murray was well equipped with
a new bomber bass boat and a
vast knowledge of the
techniques of bass fishing, so I
rnei 1 walli lOT'son,t fwi.
Participating members met at
Cypress Dock at 5:30 a.m, and
were on the water by 6:00.
Tom and I thought that
possibly our best bet would be
the islands early with a good
noisy spinner bait in one of the
---amates441eliciolismee&r.s. we .ro
present to ele Mr. Bass.
After we'd tried our luck and
picked up a couple of bass we
decided to go to the ole faithful
plastic worm. I decided to use
my favorite color, black. After
trying several other colors,
Tom finally ended up using a
yellow worm.
After we'd taken a few more
fish and returned to the dock at
the end of the day we found that
many of the members had taken
several nice bass and were
displaying some really impressive stringers, but Tom
and I also had taken a few bass
during the day and we were
fairly pleased with what we
had. It seems that everyone

had gotten 1,,any strikes that
were short, but "this doesn't
catch a bass," they said.
I could sure vouch for the
same problem during my day.
When everyone was weighed in
and the tally was taken, bass
that weren't hurt were promptly released with hopes to
possibly have a little more fun
some day when we caught them
again.
After the tally, based on total
number of pounds caught, it
was found that the top place
would go to Gary Marquardt
with the largest stringer,
second place would go to Jerry
McConnell, and third place
torphey would go to Paul
Maggard. Don A. Jones was
also awarded a trophey for the
biggest bass of the day weighing
5 pounds 14 oz.
The top ten places were taken
by Gary Marquardt, Jerry
McConnell, Paul Maggard,
John Belt, Bill Price, Jerry
Allen, Don A. Jones, Ken Dean,
aank—Gane
Maddox.
The member with the most
total points based on pounds of
fish caught during the clubs
tournaments during the year
will be awarded top prize at the
end of the year. Every member
.11 has his, hopes high, berlause
he knows he also lial—a—CHNII
for the "Mr. BasP-award.
The Murray Bass Club is
made up of some of the most
conservation minded fisherman
in this area. And they're doing
their best to promote better
bass fishing and improve all
around fishing for everyone.
They have in mind, several
conservation projects at this
time and just recently a cornniittee was appointed by
president, Don E. Jone to look
into the conservation and
ecology prospects of this area.
l'in sure that any outside
suggestions would be welcomed
and considered by this committee as well as by the club as

Cruiser Repair Comes To
Murray-Lakeland Area
By Jerry Allen
A long overdue cabin cruiser
boat repair has finally arrived
to the Murray-Kentucky Lake
area. Since the woners of
houseboats and cabin cruisers
have been cussin' and complaining about bad service I felt
everyone would like to know
that those days should be gone
forever.
Russell Goodwin, owner of
"Bateau Reparer" and a real
nice fellow has seen the need
For a complete boat repair in the
large cabin cruiser line.
Russ feels that with • the
competant assistance of his
shop foreman, Jan Dalton, of
Murray and the 15 or so others
that will work at the largest
boat repair in West Kentucky,
they can handle any job of any
size that happens to come into
;the large dredged out harber
trelow the huge elaborate boat
'repair house. The large modern
shop is 60 by 100 feet not including the 38 by 60 feet -office
•and storage area.
It will upon completion, have

a complete machine tool shop
and a complete woodworking
shop for convenient service and
fast repair. They have all the
latest equipment for any type of
repair.
While visitng the Bateau
Repairer, I had the surprise of
my life when I saw a large 40foot cabin cruiser being hoisted
up by the 50-ton capacity
hydraulic winch. The winch
then carried the cabin crusier to
the 22 foot wide open doors of
the boat repair shop.
Jan Dalton later told me that
the large winch and concrete
stall could take boats up to 18
feet wide. So house boat owners,
stop your complaining and
cussin' about scratches and
broken rudders the "Bateau
Reparer" french for boat
repair) can handle your boat
celrbaby and return it to you
with a fresh change with no
safety pin scratches. They're
truly the latest in boat repair.
They're located just 14 miles
east of Murray on Kentucky
Lake near the M.S.U. Bilogical
station.
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they're all open minded bass
fishermen.
Al's Tips
I. Usually fish should not be
kept in the refrigerator longer
than two days before being
cooked, for they lose their
flavorrapidly. If it is necessary
to keep the fish any longer than
two days, it is better to quickfreeze them instead.
2. Why carry a bulky basin on
a camping trip? Take a sheet of
plastic instead. When you want
a container for washing dishes,
clothes, or yourself, scoop out a
smooth hole in the soft ground,
line it with the plastic sheeting,
and there's your wash basin.
3. Here's how you can always
have hot water on a rough-it
camping trip: Set a 10 gallon
milk can in place of a stone in
the outdoor fireplace and keep it
filled. The water will even be
warm in the morning.
4. Ask your wife to save an
empty roll-on deodorant bottle.
Rinse it out and fill it with liquid.
ins=epellent. flsRrfettfOr
applying bug juice without
getting it on your hands, or in
your eyes and mouth. The thin,
small handy bottle fits in your
pocket.
5. Always dry a spinning or
casting lure before putting it
k nthPlure-111=M'.the next
time you want to use it you may
find the blade tarnished and the
hooks rusted. You can either
wipe the lure with an oily cloth
or just hang it out until it's airdried.
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Trailer Variety Is Aid Tel3oaters Bluegill Continues
Tops for Weekend
People sometimes complain
that there are too many
on -the marketThey say this causes confusion
and waste, and propose laws
requiring the standardization
and
simplification
of
everything.
However,
experienced
pleasure boat owners readily
spot the flaw in this line of
rersOrftr-Therattrnit---that
wide assortment of products
can confuse newcomers, but
point out that as soon as
newcomers begin to gain experience, they begin to feel

new and additional needs. This
is when a wide variety of
.rreostctbegt_t
to be a_ppreciated. Each product
contributed to a newcomer's
initial confusion also has the
merit of being a perfect solution
to a more experienced person's
problem.
Boat trailers are a good
example. On most lakes, the
vaLgemajols„Sti.r.enatant.
that it's easy to construct
launching ramps to a recommended slope, making it easy to
get boats in and out of the water
without Immersing wheel hubs

ara---

Boating
Rules of the
Road
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PAUL'S TAXIDERMY

Cypress Bay
Resort
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SPECIALIZING IN BASS
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Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!
All Makes of Guns
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Rt. 6, Irvin Cobb Rd.
Murray. Kentucky 42971
Phone 15021 753-8073
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POPLAR

"WEST KENTUCKY'S
TI ANSPORTATION CENTER"
MONS 114-1312

RICHARD ORR
DIST. CO.
Bulk Dispibutor
1109 Pogue Avenue,
Phone 753 4652
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You TearAM_Up and We'll Fix_'Em!
Cheaper Than Anybody Else!
Phone 753-9064
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in the water. Since much
boating is done on such lakes
today_Lit is eminently sensible to
equip boat traileri
sfrririter-111.- FRANKFORT, Kat.....(AP.). —
Dale Hollow—Bluegill good
and more
economical hub
Best weekend fishing continues on worms, ca—bpie fair Oh min:
grease seals.
to be for bluegill, the fish and news, clear, stable, 79.
On many rivers and most of
Fishtrap—Bluegill good on
wildlife Resources Department
the seacoast, the water level
reported Thursday.
worms and crickets, catfish on
fluctuates appreciably with the
Lake-by-lake:
cut bait, below dam trout on
seasons and the daily tides.
Green—Bluegill fair to good worms and corn, clear, stable,
Often in such places, point out
on worms and crickets, blask 75.
th...beaung_gxpers&AL MerglitY -buss by..castiug and trgilifig. Herrington—Bluegill good on
outboards, a launching ramp
deep runners and artificial itortftrznd-rrieleets-,-bieels-bass
has to be made to suit local
nightcrawlers, below dam trout fair on surface lures, clear,
conditions. Sometimes a ramp
fair on worms and corn, clear, stable and 80.
has to be long and gentle of
Kentucky—Bluegill good on
stable, 78.
slope, and to reach water of
worms and crickets, black bass
adequate depth the trailer has
Grayson—Bluegill good on fair on surface lures and artito be rolled out so far its wheel
pop bugs and crickets, bless ficial nightcrawlers, white bass
hubs are under water. More
bass on surface lures, below fair on spinners in rip rap area,
sophisticated, water-resistant
dam trout on worms, clear, below dam white bass and bluehubs are available for such
stable, 76.
gill good, clear, stable 79.
service, either as optional
equipment or as accessory.
—•
Hand operated trailer winSafety at Sea
are
ches
simple
and
economical. They do a good job
for most boaters. However,
there are older persons who find
it fatiguing to crank a boat out
of water. In such cases the
availability of electric-powered
trailer winches is a blessing.
The reason there are so many
products on the market today is
Following the boating rules of the road insures
simple that people have so
a safe, enjoyable outing. Remember and follow
many differing requirements.
these rules and -tips:
Remember this when some day
• Rowboats, sailboats and other unpowered craft
you become confused and
always have the right of way over powerboats
frustrated while trying to get a
except when they are overtaking or passing a
particular thing at a large
motorboat.
supply house.
• When approaching another powerboat at an
angle, the boat on the right has the right of way,
Boating Facts
• When meeting another boat, swing to the right.
Keep to the right in narrow channels.
Boating's Big Business
When overtaking and passing another boat, the
American boaters spent
boat being overtaken has the right of way.
$3,610,000 during .1971 for
• Never ride parallel to another boat's wake. It will
new and used boats, motors,
tend to throw your boat from side to side and
accessories, safety equipmay cause a capsize. This is not a legal requirement, fuel, insurance, dockment, just good seamanship.
ing, maintenance, launching,
• Unless your boat is over 16 feet, don't allow passtorage, repairs and club
sengers to stand up or change seats while undermemberships. This is an, inway. If passengers must move, stop the boat and
crease of $170,000,000 over
instruct passengers to keep low, keep to the.centhe 1970 figure.
ter of the boat and hold on to the gunwales to
steady themselves.
Why Buy A Boat?
• When anchoring, ease the anchor overboard and
A recent survey showed
let the line out gradually until it hits bottom.
e.
48.5 percent of the people
NVhen weighing anchor, pull the line in slowing
questioned purchased a boat
to avoid tipping the boat.
for water skiing, 44 percent
• Check the weather before you get underway. If
for fishing, 37.2 percent for
the sky looks threatening, don't go out. If caught
cruising and 35.8 percent for
in a bad storm, have passengers don life jackets
hunting.
and sit on the boat. Keep the bow headed at an
000
angle into the waves. Don't try to cross a large
It's A Boater's World
y of Water in a storm. Keep close to shore.
Jimmy Hughes of Murray holds his pair of bass he took Wednesday. One el thew weighs 5 pounds,6
More than 44,900,000 peoounces, while the other tips the scales at 3-8.
ple went boating in 1971, an
Staff Photo by Da id Hill
increase of 835,000 over 1970.

Mile North Of Murrat On The Benton

WE SPECIALIZE IN REPAIR OF
VOLKSWAGENS
Diesel Repairman On Duty Every Day

Fran

BASS WINNERS—Left to right. Paul Maggard, Jerry McConnell, Gary Marquardt and Don Jones
were the winners in the Murray Bass Club spring tournament.
Staff Photo by Jerry Allen

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

MOGO OIL

Your lndivi

FINS 'N'
FEATHERS

'PROMPT. EFFICIENT SERVICE IS OUR
MAJOR BUSINESS"
Call Any Time
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Forest fires ruin
streams.
And kill fish too Because 3 burned-out
forest can't hold back the rain,
And floods dump choking silt into the river.
Only you can prevent forest fires.

LASSITER TOP
SHOP
We specialize in Custom Vinyl Roofs
for any make of car.
Phone 753-4183
Located at 810 Sycamore
—
M urriy, -KinTU-cly

Jack Jones-os ner

Route 2
Buchannan, Tenn..

Phone 901-2474315

Visit us and use our New Concrete
Launching Ramp FREE of Charge!
Modern
Cottages

Boat And
Motor
Rentals
GUIDE SERVIeE-JIM KING
Pontooli Boats
House Boat'Rentals

Sportsman's
Sales & Service
Sportsman Mvina
Your
Evtnrude Hwy. 68 at Jonathan Creek
Dealer
Dealer
Cherokee
and Monark Boats
— We Also Have Pontoons —
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Church counselor
leads a double life

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR SUNDAY,JUNE 11,1972
Look in the section in which how
attractively they may be
your birthday comes and find
presented. Let your head rule
what your outlook is, according your
heart.
to the stars.
YOU BORN TODAY are full
ARIES
eys
of life and love of it! You have a
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Everyday matters, "usual" penchant for unusual activities.
problems need your undivided Indeed, you like activity itself,
attention, will result in unhappy and normally get many things
situations if not handled pro- done while others are still
perly.
Be accurate
in thinking them over. But you
tend to overtax yourself. Learn
judgments.
to relax. Your versatility,
TAURUS
; Apr. 21 to May 21) ti€1.7 progressiveness and imaginaVenus, in generally friendly tion are outstanding but, despite
position, encourages your your most assiduous efforts,
talents and know-how. Espe- you are often dissatisfied with
cially favored: Artistic mat- your attainments — with
anxiety
and
ters, romance and family in- resultant
restlessness. Try to curb this. If
terests.
you KNOW you are doing your
GEMINI
best, be content You have a
May 22 to June 21)
You can make your per- great love of knowledge and are
sonality felt in many areas now, intellectually inclined; could
excel in the theater, as a writer,
but be sufficiently prepared in
situations through which you painter, musician or theatrical
entertainer. Birthdate of:
hope to profit. Haste would be
Richard Strauss, composer;
unwise.
John Constable, painter; Ben
CANCER
Johnson, Eng. dramatist; Rise
1June 22 to July 23) 0(;:)
Do not become dismayed at Stevens, opera singer.
possible delays or disappointment. You can rise above
YOUR PERSONAL HOROSCOPE
FOR 1972 -- including a detailed day
both. Cancerians have both
by day forecast, complete guide to
wive. and. marriage, and a Corn
spunk and insight. This day
prehensive character analysis — is
calls for their definite use.
now availabie For your personal
forecast. send 51 00 plus 25 cents in
LEO
coin for postage and handling to ttin
newspaper. care of Horoscope Book
(June 24 to Aug. 23) Jltigi'
Department, Box 171, Old Chelsea
This is a time in which to
Station, New York, N.Y 10011. Print
your NAME, ADDRESS with ZIP, and
make even better use of your
DATE OF BIRTH.
talents than is usually required.
Hold controversy to a miniReduce
mum.
tensions
wherever poi-sitar
-VIRGO
MLA
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) "Ir
Mostly a time for reviewing,
refurbishing, updating
methods. Think things out even
if you cannot effect them immediately. Curb doubts and
fears.
before the night had gone on
By JOHN PINKERMAN
LIBRA
very long my mother asked
Copley News Service
( Sept. 24 to Oct 23)
him to leave — arid he did."
Avoid overexertion and exGlynn wasn't shut out long,
WELLINGTON — Ex-U.S.
citement; make no unnecessary Marine Thomas Glynn has ad- however, and soon he had in efchanges in smooth-running
vice for any American who is fect stolen Zona from a Marine
projects. Romance and family looking for the key to success pal who had introduced her to
interests in special planetary as an immigrant in New Zea- him. ''We got married in June,
favni.
land. It's quite simple: "Keep 1943, I went to Tarawa (a MaSCORPIO
your big mouth shut — some- rine island invasion) on Nov. 1
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV' thing Americans find very dif- and I didn't see my wife again
Better than some days, less ficult to do."
until March, 1544, when I was
smooth than others. Strive with
Minneapolis-born Glynn is returned to the U.S. and she
the best intent and only good not exactly the retiring type but met me there."
can come of it. Believe, with he is happy that he made the
The Glynns stayed in the
strong faith, in your teamwork decision to come to this South- United States through the rest
with others.
ern Hemisphere island nation of the war and he was disback in 1950. He has "made it" charged from the service in
SAGITTARIUS
here the hard way and today September, 1945.
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
owns a flourishing auto repair
He returned to Minneapolis
Until a better day for raising and gas station business.
and took a fling at several jobs
your status comes along, you
"I'm still an American and — shipping clerk, taxicab drivcan do a wonderful job with this proud to be one," he said in an er, odd job man. In 1949 the
one. It may not shine in certain interview at his place of busi- Glynns'future took a turn when
expected areas, but it HAS ness and later in the home he Mrs. Glynn suffered a critical
quality.
and the former Zona Cooke oc- blood disease and was given six
CAPRICORN
cupy at the edge of beautiful months to live. A change to a
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Evans Bay. "But, I went back climate more moderate than
You may have to step up your in 1966 and some of the things I Minneapolis' was urged, and so
energies to accomplish what saw in the United States really they returned to New Zealand.
you would on this somewhat turned the off. It really is
"I had always wanted to
mixed planetary day, but don't frightening — the narcotics, the come back," he said. His wife,
become anxious. Easy does it! crime, the violence — and I however, balked at first. "I
AQUARIUS
suppose eventually some of it love your country," she said,
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
will get here."
"and I wanted to stay. But, we
Despite a few obstacles, there
Glynn was a member of the came here in 1950 and are here
are many benefits and new 2nd Marine Division in early to stay."
means of attainment indicated 1943 when he met his future
Glynn had no job (most U.S.
now. Especially favored, along wife, who had lived in Welling- immigrants today must have
personal lines: Romance, ton all her life at that time.
an assured job before they can
travel, outdoor pursuits.
How was she attracted to this be issued a resident visa) but
PISCES
trash young Marine?
he had the optimistic outlook
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) X
"I really wouldn't know," that has brought success to
Avoid the illogical and close Mrs. Glynn said. "Actually, at
Americans the world over.
your eyes to the dubious first he was very rude. He "The second day here," he
schemes of others — no matter came to my home one night and
said, "I was walking down the
•
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HONOLULU (UPI I — A sympathetic counselor sat in a
church, listening to the story of a young woman involved with a
married man.
They discussed the situation frankly until the woman was able
to recognize the problems, re-establish her %allies and resolve to
terminate the relationship.
That afternoon, the counselor was dashing around a television
studio, delighting Hawaii's children with the antics of "Pogo
Pgo."
is is the double life of Morgan White. an existence he finds
challenging, fulfilling and anything but dull. The 41-year-old
entertainer who has gained fame in the Islands co-hosting the
"Checkers and Pogo" show for the last use years spends his spare
time helping young people as a lay counselor for the Church of
Jeans Christ of Latter-day Saints (Mormon
White admitted that.when he was first asked by the bishop to
serve as a counselor, he was concerned about how people would
react, talking over their problems with Pogo Poge.
"But I found my television role didn't make any difference," he
said. "Although those I counsel usually know who I am, they
separate Pogo Poge from Morgan White."
Almost ever) day, White is called upon to help someone, and
although he's been doing it only a few months, White said he's
dealt with a wide range of problems, including drugs, sex, anxiety
over leaving home for school, and many other difficulties
youngsters encounter.
Frank
"We discuss things forthrightly and frankly,"
Usually assigned cases by the bishop, White said when someone
requests him specifically he is concerned that their choice is not
based on the fact he is a television personality.
"One youngster asked for me, and when she was asked %by, it
turned out it wasn't because of Pogo Poge at all. She thought I was
sympathetic person."
The reassuring, mature counselor bears little resemblance to the
comical, pie-throwing Pogo Poge in his perky hat who enchants
youngsters every weekday for four hours on KGM13-TV.
"I make a real transition of course," White said. -tint then
change has become a pattern in White's life.
A native of Monroe, Utah, White became well known in the
West as the deejay Pogo Poge. A graduate of Utah State, White
launched his tadist career in Cedar City, Utah, then went on to
Logan. Ogden and Denver, M-1.- iiittetridt-OtHeife--werebut tame.
As one of America's top disc jockeys in Denver, White once lived
in a room with snakes, including a boa constrictor, for two weeks.
But he had to terminate that venture when he was bitten by one
inhospitable reptile.

•
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New Zealand appeals
to former U.S. Marine

=.

Bay
Tenn.,

Concrete
Charge!
Boat And
Motor
Rentals

street and saw a sign advertising a job in a men's clothing
store. I walked in -and got the
job. I stayed there 342 years
and enjoyed meeting so many
people.
"I wanted my own business
eventually, though, and started
by helping a friend in auto re
pairs nights and weekends.
Soon we formed a partnership
and 12 months later I decided to
go in business for myself — doing work in the street in front of
our house. I must have had
nerve because all the tools I
had could fit into a doctor's
satchel — no equipment RI any
kind. Then a neighbor took pity
on me in a rain and let me use
his garage until 4 o'clock each
afternoon. That was real progress.
"Another year and I rented a
two-car garage, then two years
and a bigger place and finally
my present place fully
equipped." He has had this sizable shop nine years, a payoff
to his interest in mechanics, a
vocational education and an
ability to stick to it through
some difficult times.
The Glynns have daughters
28and 24(a son died at 24), both
born in New Zealand and both
U.S. citizens — they exercised
options at 21 in favor of being
Americans.
"There is no problem at all
for me here," Glynn said, "in
keeping my U.S. citizenship. If
you fit in, and keep your tig
mouth shut, you make it. These
people are wonderful. Their attitude is great and they are
very genuine people.
"I like the country too. Just a
few miles away, we can drive
out of the city and hunt and
fish, and I love hunting and
fishing. Who could want a better place to live either?" — as
he pointed to the beautifully
blue waters inviting swimming
and fishing only 25 yards from
his back door.
There are about 40 active exU.S. servicemen in Wellington,
men who had been here during
World War II and decided toreturn. Glynn is active among
this group and now is planning
a 1973 2nd Marine Division re
union in which he expects nearly 100 veterans to fly here from
the United States. "I went to
one of the reunions in 1966 in the
United States," he said. "But,I
had no urge to stay. This is the
place for me and it's really
great."
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Commercial television
a 'social disaster'
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BRO. LEXIE RAY - EVANGELIST
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American commercial television has been denounced as a
"social disaster area" and "the
foremost enemy of intelligent
consumerism" by Nicholas
Johnson, federal communications commissioner.
He charged that the industry
lives by promoting values directly opposed to the public interest_
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Bellamy's fame wide and durable
By NANCY ANDERSON
Copley News Service
HOLLYWOOD — When
Ralph Bellamy walks into even
so star-studded a bistro as the
Beverly Hills Brown Derby he
gets attention. Waiters scurry
to take his order. Stars of canceled television shows stare
when he walks by their tables.
For Ralph Bellamy is a star
by the old definition. His fame
is durable and international.
He has proved himself in chautauqua, on Broadway, in mo.
don pictures and in a television
series in which he played Lana
Turner's father.
And,in addition to all that, ht
still looks like the late President Franklin D. Roosevelt.
Other actors have been identified with presidents, Alexander Knox with Woodrow Wilson, Raymond Massey with
Abraham Lincoln. But none has
been more closely identified
with a former chief of state
than Bellamy with Roosevelt,
whom he portrayed for 857 performances in "Sunrise at
Campobello."
Physically he is rather like
Roosevelt, tall, good-looking
and slightly long-faced, and on
stage he captured the president's personality so well that
"Sunrise at Campobello"
browht him the Tony Award,
Delia-rustriaff Award IOW
the Critics Award.
Bellamy's expertise as
Roosevelt might have damaged
his career in the long run
through typecasting, for how
many Roosevelts can an actor
play? However, the star esraped- the trapise-seseoesafullw—
that he moved on to play a warlock in "Rosemary's Baby"(a
far cry from the president if
there ever was one) and most
recently he has portrayed an
expert on witchcraft in "Something Evil," one of "The New
Friday Night Movies."
"I don't want to be typecast
as anything," Bellamy said
across lunch at The Derby,
"neither as a warlock nor as a
president,
"When the White House correspondents wanted me to do
FDR again for the Washington
press, I didn't want to, though I
finally agreed. I wanted to stop
that, because I'd been in the
play for two years, for 857 performances, and had never
'Missed one,
"I even played Roosevelt
with a broken arm.
"In 'Something Evil,' I was
not a warlock as I was in 'Rosemary's Baby,' though the story
is about witchcraft. I played a
man in Bucks County, Pa.,
where a lot of witchcraft was
practiced, who put together
cookbooks.
"A young couple move into a
haunted house and the devil
took revenge."
Bellamy, who began his theatrical career as president of
the dramatic club at New Trier
High School, Winnetka,
progressed to head the Chicago-tssed North Shore Players, one of the first Little Theaters in the country. Later he
went into chautauqua, playing
one-night stands in Illinois,
Michigan and Indiana. He was
18 years old at the time.
"Not many people know what
chautauqua was," Bellamy
reminisced. "It was not only
entertainment, it was character-building, or that's what it
was supposed to be. We performed 'The Shepherd of the
Hills,' classified as an inspirational play."
Next, with traveling repertoire companies and resident
stock companies, the maturing
actor began to build a fan following in the Middle West and
New York state

Second Tax Payments
For Corporations

"The phrase 'stock company'
is much misunderstood," Bellamy said."Now people tend to
apply it to summer stock, but
the resident stock companies of
the 1920s were quite different.
"There was a time when every city with a population of
more than 50,000 had its own
resident stock company.
"We rehearsed every day
and performed every night, so,
as members of a resident stock
company, we got great training.
"Young actors now don't get
that training, and it's too bad.
It's not their fault that they
have no place to appear before
live audiences, but every actor
needs the experience.
"He needs to test his rapport
with an audience and learn to
control it.
"Further, with the stock
company, you learned the
validity of the old adage, 'The
show must go on.'
"Today's youngsters are
prone to call in and say,'I can't
be there. I have a headache.'
But actors trained in stock
don't do that.
"When I began my acting career, people in the theater were
held in special esteem by the
public. Every night after a

His next Broadway appearance in 1930 in "Roadside" was
almost equally brief. The play

lasted two weeks. But it
brought him five motion picture contract offers.
After that, Bellamy's career
was on its way.
While his most recent television series, "The Survivors,"
was hardly a critical success,
the star said he'd sign for a se
ries again. But he added:
"Working in a television se
ries is the hardest work there
is. It's a challenge that calla on
all your experience. You have
to learn how to spoil a shot if
it's not going to be right.
"Today," Bellamy concluded, "everybody is a star,
and that's bad. For it means
young players are given the title while they are still incapable of meeting the challenge
that goes with it. A star must
have self-discipline and recognize his obligation to the rest of
the cast, the audience and the
general public."
Bellamy had finished lunch
and was ready to leave.
"Next," he said, "my wife
and I will go on a cruise to
Australia."
That was a star talking.
He first meets his obligation
to his craft, then treats himself
to the kind of leisure stardom
can pay for.

There's no place
like cci:
Be it ever so humble, there's nothing quite like a VW Compmobile.
First cf all, you have to admit, there
aren't too many homes °toting that
can take you to the beach whilelising
very little gasoline.
And there aren't too many cars
around that sleep 5.
Now where would you like to go?
The mountains? Terrific. With the en•
gine in the rear, the Compri:labile con
take you just about anywhere.
How about skiing? Great. Since
the engine's air- tooled, you con
travel in cold weather and never hove

to worry about water or antifreeze.
How about sunning? Great again.
That some engine that can't freeze up
in cold weather, can't boil over in
hot weather.
Or how about just o quick trip
down to the A & P? No big problem.
The Compmobile parks and handles
like a VW Beetle.
And of course no matter where
you go, you'll go first class,

Curtains. Bedroom enough for 2
adults and 2 children. (Plus on optional pop-up top to sleep 1 TOM
Child and t•nt to sleep 3more adults)
Now before you run away thinking
the VW Comumobils is the greatest
thing since the invention of the wheal,
there is one drawback:
For °Volkswagen,the Comprnobile
is kind of expensive.

Each and every Compmobiie comes
with lor goes withl a charming kitchen
with sink, icebox and water pump. A

But we can justify that:
It'll ost you a little bit more than
the average car.
But a lot less than the overage

large dining table. Closets. Screens.

home.

CARROLL
VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
Open Mon. -Sot. 7:30

0.m -5 p m
800 Chestnut St., Murray Ph. 753-8350

011..

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

A

Are Due on June 15
Louisville, Ky.—Calendar
year corporations must pay the
second installment of their 1972
estimated tax by June 15, 1972,
according to Robert J. Dath,
District Director of Internal
Revenue for Kentucky.
Corporation estimated tax
payments, should be deposited
commercial
in authorized
banks of Federal Reserve
banks, using Federal Tax
Deposit Form 503.
The amount of the installment
due by June 15 should be sufficient to pay one-fourth of the
1972 estimated tax, Mr. Dath
said.
Publication 542, "Corporations and the Federal Income Tax", which provides
detailed information on this
subject, can be obtained free, in
person or by mail, from your
IRS district office.

show, admirers would line the
alley just to watch the cast
leave. They didn't try to make
personal contact with the players. They didn't want to, because they wanted actors to re
main part of a different, special
world.
"The theater, I'm aOrry to
say, has lost something: the
aura, the special capability of
creating magic."
Yet the life ofa resident stock
company player involved more
than accepting the admiration
of his fans. It had a very practical side.
Bellamy remembered:
"Mervyn Douglas and I were
leading men in different companies at the same time, and,
being the same size, we
swapped suits by mail."
Bellamy headed resident
stock companies of his own in
Nashville, Tenn.; Des Moines,
Iowa,and Evanston, ill., before
he went to Broadway in 1929 for
"Town Boy."
"It may have had the shortest recorded run," he laughed.
"Opened Friday night and
closed after the Saturday mati-

Phone
753-5787
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Hawaiian sewing kits
prove to be gold mine

A bone, believed to be 2,000
years old which is thought to
have belonged to a straighttusked elephant was recently
found on a beach at Walton-onthe-Naze in England.
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1966 CHEVROLET two door
hardtop. Leman- Nix car, low
mileage. New tires and battery.
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WE FIT OVER NEV. SO
MUCH OUR FAMBLIEs
AGREED TO MOVE OUTA
DOGPATCH,FO'50Y'ARS,
UNTIL WE COOLED OFF-

There were 580 such incidents reported in 1971, compared with 333 in 1970. The 1972
figures are expected to greatly
exceed those for last year.

Striking a blow for women's
liberation, California Assemblyman Jim Keysor has introduced a bill to repeal a state
law forbidding "vulgar language" in the presence of women.
Keysor says that his wife
swears more than he does, and
says it is "terribly demeaning"
to women to single them out for
protection from uncouth language.

Ledger & Times TV Schedule for Monday

•

ABNER

There has been an alarming
increase in the number of reported acts of crirne and violence in New York City's
schools, including assaults on
teachers, rape and threats
against school staff.

Foul language law
may be abulishml

Jest,

ARMORED
CAR

Juror 10

......

.191,5,4 •-

Safety features engineered
into the completed Interstate
Highway System will help save
year.
an estimated 8,000 lives a

Crime rate rising
in New York schools
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house, COI
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crib and cl
Phone 435-I
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FOR SALE

1)
.

Town & Country Real Estate
Will Have

FOR SALE

MINIATURE
SCHNAUZER 1965 STAR MOBILE home,
Puppies, non shed, health
46'x10', two bedrooms, living
guaranteed. Dogs groomedroom, carpeted with or without
boarded. Melody-Ayre Kennels,
air conditioner. Phone 753Buchanan, Tennessee. Phone
5511.
J13C
901-247-3345.
J14C

11.

T>4

Call
753-1916

ate

WANT TO BUY
WANT TO BUY Junk, 8' house
trailer with axle and wheels. Dial
753-2700.
TFC

WANT TO BUY used boy's 26'
English Racer. Phone 753-1321
NEW DISC blades Ingersoll after 5:00 p.m.
J1OP
SIAMESE
KITTENS, full heavy gauge to
fit all disc
blooded, 6 weeks old. Phone 753WANT
TO
BUY boy's or girl's
harrows. See us before you buy.
1348.
2i;" bicycle. Phone 753JIOC Vinson Tractor Co.,753-4892.
ITC
,1495,
JUNC
1969 MOBILE HOME, 12'x60',
YOUNG REGISTERED Angus WANT TO
BUY good used air
partially furnished, air conbull, servicable age and size. conditioner, either
220 or 110 volt
ditioned. In very good condition.
$200.00. Phone 753-4022
window unit. Also good used
Prices to sell. Phone 753evenings.
J13C
electric kitchen range. Phone 7534148.
TFC
7418.
J13C
ADAMS HARD surfaced plow
SELF SERVICE grocery, stock points. Also regular
plow points, WANT TO BUY 5 or 10
acres with
and fixtures. Doing good cash to fit most plows.
All Brick
Concrete Driveway
Chisel plow or without a house. Reply
to P.O.
business. If interested phone 435- points, cultivator
shovels and
Wall-to-Wall Carpet
Large Bedrooms
4171 or 433-5921.
J20C sweeps. Vinson Tractor Co., 753- Box 181, Murray,Kentucky. JI3C
Ceramic Tiff Baths 4892.
ITC
Electric Baseboard Heat
LOST & FOUND
getting
'Heat
I
to
Electric Ranges
you?
Large Lots in City
1971-650 YAMAHA motorcycle. LOST BLACK Angus heifer,
Cool off with Home-made
Excellent condition. Phone 753- weight 500 lbs., between Mason
Garbage Disposal
Choice Locations Available
Ice Cream-Here or Go- Cone 8761.
J13C Road and Butterworth Road
or Cup- Qt, '2 Gal., or Gal.
South of Stella. Phone 753NEW AND used tractor tires. 2527.
'IONE THING FOR SURE, IF THE RUSSIAN
Triangle Inn
J12.NC
Tractor flats repaired. Speedy
WOMEN HAVE ANY SECRETS,THEY'RE NoT
service. Vinson Tractor Co. LOST WHITE face steer, black
IN THE GUM DEPARTMENT GTORE.P
ITC and white, 450 to 550 pounds.
28' SAIL BOAT rigged for racing. Phone 753-4892.
719 square feet dacron sails.
Strayed from farm of H.P.
CRAFTSMAN DRILL press, I/2" Adams. Phone 489-2657.
FOR RENT
Trailer included. Phone 753J12C
FOR SALE
J12C capacity, 12 H.P.motor, new
3372.
condition. Phone 753-1654. J13C STRAYED
TWO BEDROOM mobile home in 1964 BUICK La Sabre, $300.00.
FROM home in Old
ir14MOds- near-Cypress Co ...- "P
ad 41.13k...e....°9.41-e2n-_ 1969-15' RUNABOUT boat.
Salem area red male Bassett
I
40...CREOSOTED POLES and Penta
T
Phone
436-2145 after 6:00 p.m. or dition, $65.00. Roll away beLL. H.P.
Ask for Jesse or Joyce Spencer,
hound wearing collar with name
Johnson, complete with top
, treated lutnber. Also styroToSunday.
JI5C $5.00. Stereo,$25-00.Phone 753am
winter
cover,
'new,
set
of
skis, ski logs for dock flotation. Murray Elbert Martin on it. Also with
or stop by at our new location on
8414.
JlOCvest, life jackets. All in good
Bassett is 6 month old male
Lumber Company, 104 Maple Beagle pup wearing collar with
PRIVATE OR double air concondition. Phone 7534759. J12C
Street.
ditioned room for girls with light 1968 JEEP. Excellent shape.
- 1TC no name. Phone 753-8414.
JIOC
cooking privileges. 500' from Phone 436-2323 or 436-2427. J1OC ICNNIS SS
di KB Restaurant
campus. Also two or four
guest checks, sold at cost, $10.00
NOTICE
NOTICE
bedroom apartment. Phone 753- COMPONENT STEREO AM-FM
per case(100 books). Sold in case
6079.
• J12C stereo and BSR phono. Excellent lots only.
Ledger & Times Office
condition, $140.00. Cost over Supply,103 North 4th Street.
TWO BEDROOM mobile home, $200.00. Good buy. Phone 753-3133
TFNC,
two miles South of Murray on 641. after 5:00p.m.
J1OC
-e
Air conditioned. Phone 753-4645
DACHSHUND PUPS, AKC
FOR RENT
mornings or after 6:00 p.m. TFC 1969 YAMAHA 125 Enduro. registered. Phone 436-5657, New
electric starter, 650 actual miles, Concord,Kentucky.
J12P
EXTRA NICE trailer, color P/,
carpeted, air conditioned, couple TWO BEDROOM trailer. See like new.$400.00.firm. Phone 753JIOC
preferred. Phone 753-7358 after Brandon Dill at Dill's Trailer 5590.
1971 HONDA CB 175, 8 months
•4 BEDROOMS
Court
after
4:00
•2 BATHS
p.m.,
4:00 p.m.
Murray
TFC
old, MO aetual miles. Perfect
Drive In Theatre entrance. TFC 1972 MOBILE HOME, 12'x65',
two bedrooms, furnished, extra condition throughout. Red and
LARGE FAMILY ROOM
APARTMENT,.ONE block from
white.Phone 753-7228.
J12C
campus. Living room, kitchen, LARGE FURNISHED apart4 nice. Phone 753-7100 or after 5:00
p.m. call 753-9467.
JIOC
bedroom, bath. Available June 9. rnent, one bedroom, private
BEATEN DOWN carpet paths go
Phone 753-8250,
J12C entrance. $80.00 per month.
Central Shopping Center
Phone 753-1203.
JIOC 1967 MODEL 10'x50' Mobile when Blue Lustre arrives. Rent
Phone 753-5865
electric
shampooer
home
$1.
K,
carpeting
new
,
Big
and
NICE TWO bedroom trailer,
small quiet court. Water, gar- MODERN MOBILE home. paneling throughout. Only Belaire Shopping Center. JIOCI
J13P
bage pickup and mowing fur- private lot. Also apartment $1800.00. Phone 753-1738.
STOP
TERMITES. Work ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser1'2 ACRES WITH two bedroom
nished. 2'2 miles East Highway Phone 753-8333 after 5:00 p.n,
MILLIONS OF rugs have been guaranteed. Free estimate. vices, Box 213,
HELP
WANTED
house, completely redecorated
Murray, Ky., C.M.
947$80.00 per month. Phone 753- J1OC
cleaned with Blue Lustre. It's Phone Mrs. Keys Keel, 753-4672 Sanders, phone
inside and out. Good work shop,
382-2468, Far8216 after 5:00 p.m.
JI2C
America's finest. Rent electric or Huntingdon Termite Co., mington, Kentucky.
crib and chicken house. $7500.00. WANTED
GIRL
Friday.
TFC
shampooer
$1.
Begley
Drug
Huntingdon, Tennere 986Phone 435-5605.
JIOC Secretarial work, including NEW TWO bedroom or three TWO MOBILE homes, air conStore,Central Shopping Cen5975.
J10C
typing, filing, shorthand, bedroom duplex
ditioned, located in Coach
with central heat
ter.
J1OC
Tonight & Sat. Night
•
23-1/16 x 35"
GROWING SUBDIVISION East bookkeeping, payroll. Permanent and air. Disposal, range, washer Estates and Fox Meadows, South
beginning at 6:00 p.m. in our
employment.
Send
complete
Street.
per
$80.00
16th
and
$70.00
of Murray. Brick, three
and dryer hookup, all carpet,
S MALL WORLD ELECTRONICS
baek Dining Room, the
1967 THREE BEDROOM Melody .
.009 Thick
J1OC
bedrooms, living room and hall resume to P.O. Box 32-H, large lot with garden spot. $125.00 month.753-3855.
Countr) Gentlemen play
I
307 N. 4th 7534091,
Mobile
home,
12'x64'.
Includes
These plates are perfect two air conditioners and dishand Paula Duncan sin s.
carpeted. Kitchen and dining Murray, Kentucky. Resumes will and $150.00 per month. Phone 753RADIO, TELEVISION,
STEREO, CAR RADIO
I
room or family room com- be held in strictest confidence. 7550 after 5:00 p.m.
RIAN
TFC DUPLEX ON Monroe. Five for siding or roofing
washer. Extra nice. Phone 753SALEs &SERVICE
bination, 134 baths, central heat Previous experience preferred,
rooms and bath, central heat and
8575.
JIOC
Appltaueesi
small
(
on
,.
ltetiair
J10C TWO BEDROOM 8'x40' mobile air, carpet throughout, extra barns, for placing
and air, concrete drive and but not necessary.
FOR YOUR auction sale needs
20x18 carport. Phone 753contact Otto Chester's Auction
home, shady lot, $45.00 per large master bedroom, range. around bottom of
HIDE-A-BED
Couch,
two
twin
MATURE
SALESLADY
wanted
7857.
Days phone 753-3648 or 753-6202 mobile
J12C
beds, bed vibrator and hammock. WANTED PASSENGER to ride Service 435-4042. Lynn Grove. "It
homes to keep
for local shoe store. Send resume month. Two bedroom 8rx50',
to Washington, D.C. No charge pays trkseathe Chester
$35.00 per month. Also shady after 5:00 p.m.
TFC
Phone
753-4783.
J12C
-to P.O. Box 545, Murray
the
out
wind
and
snow,
for
trip. Leaving around June 18. Way.'
June28P
private
lot
to
park
mobile
home.
60 ACRE FARM, with 5 room University Station, M.S.U. J1OC
Phone 753-2691.
J1OC
Phone 489-2595.
other
many
for
J12C TWO
and
brick house,8 miles from Murray
TELEVISION,
COLOR
23".
BEDROOM
house,
Our idea was so well
on Hwy. 121 South. Day phone
Phone 753-3763or 753-2900 Jl2C
available from June 6 to August uses such as
received that we will
When you want to Dine &
TWO BEDROOM trailer, air 15th. Air conditioned, large yard.
753-1443, after 5:00 p.m. 436"building out''
continue our
Dine in Ease, come to the
conditioned, $90.00 per month Located 1637 Catalina Drive.
5489.
1971 DOUBLE WIDE mobile
J14C
FREE CAR WASH
plus utilities. Will consider $135.00 per month. Phone collect,
Triangle, We're here to
home, underpenning, central air,
mice or rats.
during June with- each
renting to male students. Phone Urbana,Illinois 217-367-9623. J13C
please.
garbage disposal, dishwasher,
fillup.
THREE BEDROOM brick large
753-7320 after 5:00 p.m.
J 10C
three bedrooms, two • baths.
living room and dining room, air
We
accept:
Bank
Partially
furnished. Large lot
diesel and
THREE BEDROOM trailer, near
conditioned, all electric, carpet
Aniericard,
American
ONE-4 room house, one-5 room campus. Phone 753-1817 or 753- Call at
semi, long and short hauls
Phone 753-7645.
J12C
throughout, carport, large patio.
Express, Master Charge,
house, and one-6 room house, 3372.
Salary, family insurance
ALLSTATE INSURANCE
J12C
Phone 753-3146.
and Standard Oil credit
J12C
completely furnished. Deluxe
and profit sharing plan.
FOR SALE Grocery on one acre Company. See John Simpkins at,
cards.
mobile home, 3 bedrooms. Phone EXTRA NICE one bedroom
lot. Reasonable if soldahonce. Murray Sears Store on Wed103 N. 4th St
BUYING A home, Let Tripp
Phone Sedalia, Ky.
753-2748.
JIOC furnished apartment, air conHigh- nesdays or phone Mayfield, 247miles South of Murray
ASTRO CAR WASH
Williams and John Hodge assist
1-328-8151
way 641. Phone 753-7663. J23N 7281.
ditioned, &2 block from campus.
J13C
Murray,
Ky.
you. Guy Spann Realty Branch
NICE AIR conditioned trailer, all Available now. Phone 753-4478 or
Office, 711 Main,753,HOC 7534135.
GOOD, USED piano; good con- SCARLET AND Rhett Butler are MARY,PLEASE crime home, the
WANT BY Pre Fab Transit electric. Phone 753-1203.
TFC
9478.
June29C Company
3, CHARO1JAS Bull, 15 months dition.Phone 753-3556.
J12C alive and well at the Red babies are crying and the dishes
Contract Brokers, Trip
old.$350.00. Phone 437-4260. JIOC
are piling up. I realize-the Red
Geranium in Canton.
Lessor. 50 percent of load in TWO BEDROOM air conditioned DUPLEX ON Williams Ave.,.
KENIANA SHORES 90'x150' lake advance,75 percent gross freight trailer, 1 mile from Murray.
Signed,Prissy.
J14C 'Geranium in Canton has more to
female
St.
MONTH
TEN
old
offer, but I'll make it up to
view lot, central water. lake revenue for tractors and trailers, Water furnished. $85.00 per near University. Plenty of closet HOOD SEED Beans. Call Taylor Bernard, AKC registered.
space, two bedrooms. Un- Seed Company,phone 753you.
J14C
'access. $1395.00, $14.00 down and 60 percent for tractors only. month. Phone Cadiz 522Friendly,
good
natured.
30"
G.E.
If You
J1OP
furnished. Phone 753-8096 or 753- 5742.
per month. Phone 436-5320. J12C Return loads from 45 terminals. 6331.
range,excellent condition. Phone
J17C
3312.
TFC
7534747.
ii
SERVICES OFFERED
Contact R. F. Johnston, 921
FURNISHED APARTMENT,
/Crawford
Haute,
Terre
Street,
THREE BEDROOM brick. t
4-close to University, 1602 Dodson FOUR ROOM furnished apartphone.CHILD'S PLATE
NEW 60 H.P. Johnson motor,
WILL DO Hay baling in Ahno and
Indiana, 812-235-1214 or 812-rszKitcheri dining area, carpeted cot
Jac Ave. Phone 753-6564.
TFC ment, couples only, no pets. Air
i under 12 years)
sealed in factory box. 1971 model,
"axon vicinity. Phone 753-9964
throughout, air conditioned,
49 cents
conditioned and carpeting. Walk
5975.00. Phone 7534659.
J12C
before 3:00 p.m.
. TFC
range. Transferrable loan at 5/
1
4
Before
Meat and 2 vegetables ior
5:00
p.m.
TWO BEDROOM furnished in closet. Phone 753-3323.
J12C
WANTED
SETTLED
woman
to
per cent interest, low monthly
For Service
French Fries)
color
apartment, central air and heat,
RCA
PORTABLE
Of
payments. Large lot. Phone 753- live with elderly+ lady and do light wall to wall carpet, good location.
television,
con15,000
on all
air
BTU
TRIANGLE
INN
cooking
housekeeping.
and
Phope
NEATLY FURNISHED apart9634.
3I3(
J16C ment, carpeted and air conditioner. Phone 435-5301.
General Electric
._ A pottani
753-8854N0M 753-2723, 753-8990 No pets. Phone 753-4331.
-after 6:00p.m.
J15C
Call ,^
klitioned. May be seen at Kelly's I .1.; X U RY MOBILE home,
Between
6:00
p.m.
LARGE EFFICIENCY room, Pest Control, located 100 South i2* x65', all electric, two
Murray Appliance Co.
large 40" FRIGIDAIRE ELECTRIC
FOR SALE OR RENT
7:00 p.m. In The
FULL TIME salesman with local private entrant* and parking. 13th Street.
753-1586
212_Maip
J13C bedrooms, two baths, shag range, $35.00. Good condition
firm. Should be high school Close to University. Phone 753J13C
Evening
carpet. Patio doors, King-size Phone 753-4109.
J14C COLLEGE STUDENTS or bed. Maine
graduate. Prefer married per- 1387.
WILL DO lawn mowing, also
FOR SALE OR RENT
If you know your route
753-5452.
JIOC
trimming. Small or large
son, Full time job with all
BEAUTIFUL IRISH Setter pup.
1969-10' x 51' Two Bedroom
boy's number, please call
married couple-furnished duplex,
bencliti. Permanent. Apply in SLEEPING ROOM. Furnished, one block from college, and two SECRETARY DESK,
mobile
home,
yards. Have liwn mower. Phone
airhim first. If you get no
$35.00. 12 weeks old. Has papers, $40.00.
conditioned, excellent personal only at Sherwin private entrance,air conditioned, bedroom furnished house, Outside electric light i large, with 1624 Hamilton, Apartment 2,
7534052.
J1OP
results then call John
Williams, Southside Shopping refrigerator. Also furnished summer rates, $75.00 per month metal housing and metal arm for after 6:00 p.m. in person.
coodition.
J13P
Pasco , Jr at the above
....____7
P ne 753-1566 or 753-6406 Center.
TAYLOR SEEDtompany will be
JISG•apartments. Zimmerman plus utilities. Phone John Pasco, mounting) $15.00. 16" Portable
number during the hours
THREE IN one tool cabinet,
limn for processing and available
listed
Apartments, South 16th Street. Jr., 753-2649 or 753-7278.
and
black
white
TFNC
TV, $35.00+ you'll
FOR RENT
have to see this
for some custom combining.
Phone 753-6609.
J13C
portable
Smith-Corona
WANTUD TO RENT
FOR SALE
Phone 753-5742.
J21P
typewriter, $19,00. Apartment Designed to hold all tools. $15.00.
FIVE BEDROOM house for THREE BEDROOM
J13NC KELLY'S TERMITE And Pest
size electric range, .$20.00. Pup Phone 753-1712.
beiMt
honie
l
ONE YEAR old Buckskin mare,
trol, phone 753-3914, 100 South JOHN'S REPAIR Service.
cQgç boys or large family. Two with living room, dining
11101VID-RENT
with tent with water Proof finOr and
reem I Otte-3 month old mare colt
and stables for horses. Phone 753- baths, 111.171-18hed, alrenuditioned7---&-s-and
$350.00. mosquito net, $4.00. Phone 753- 1970 YAMAHA BO cc model. 3,190 13th Street. "Every day you Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
carpentry.Phone 753-5897 days or
TFNC Phone 753-3146.
7991 after 4:30 p.m.
J12C
, formation phone 753-1907. .113C, phone Ths.$444 ot 753-5717. jlop 1566•
J1OP actual miles Phone 753-7705 after delay lets bugs have their
TFC. 753-7625 nights.
July8C
5:00 p.m.
J13C way."

OPEN HOUSE

,) do your
g of your
perienced
J1OC
CRETARY
ork, July 3
3992 after
J12C
eed work to
11 shampoo
nable price.
ampooing,
Ir. For free
arles, 753J12P
vices. Phone
J12C
-rebuilding.. ce. 15 years
pianos for
1., Murray,
June21C
my home,
• Weekdays
I. 33 Shady
J13C
on septic tank
53-7850. TFC
* , emoting,
fill dirt and
din, 334-8569,
61 after 6:00
WC.
R SAL'

ille
actual

SAT. & SUN., JUNE 10 & 11 - 2:00-6:00 p.m
at 1213 Melrose Drive (Off Belmont Drive)

- NEW 3 BEDROOM HOMES -

500 •sr,o0o-down

Sale Price $
payment
16
Immediate Possession
--___F.arinjormation or Directions:
Call 753-9900 or 753-3616East Main Street (former Carrier Plant)

Town 8 Country Real Estate

SPECIAL PRICES on

COLOR TVs & STEREOS

1% STORY BRICK HOUSE

For The Newlyweds
in the Month of June

TV Service Center

OWNER BEING TRANSFERRED
1503 Oak Dr.
Ph. 753-9293

ALUMINUM
PLATES

.n
598

t

1966 Dodge....
oice for $350.00
at 605 Main
2552.
J13C
nder, real good
$375.00. Phone
5:00 p.m. 354..110C
pickup, long
Priced to sell.
on. Phone 753J1ONC
GEN. Good
53-6816. JIOC
EN, excellent
res. Phone 753J14C
1 :/E1 two door
Nix car, low
• and battery.
J13P

EXPERIENCED

DRIVERS

25' each

TRIANGLE INN

Ledger & Times

Miss Your Paper

. 29
MAR
00 Den-Toung
Is Headlines
30 Answer
45 Sewing
SS Toni-Holt
00 Gourmet
.30 3-Match
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• Movie
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Bozo
Superman
,0 Movie
10 Place
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)0 Creature.
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('atre
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Dodgers Slip Into Second Place
With Loss Friday To Pittsburgh

Son and Family Visiting

Roy Beasley To
Speak Sunday At
7th and Poplar

(Continued from Page 1)
Mr. and Mrs. Miller
Cook
State Police said the two served with him as advisers to
LTC and Mrs. Frank C. Miller
LOUISVILLE, Ky.( AP) — were armed with pistols and es- a Vietnamese infantry division
and children, David, Tom, and
Kentucky Sen. Marlow Cook
that
was
incapable
of
coping
caped with an undetermined
Anne are visiting his parents,
has called for the lifting of the
amount of cash, savings bonds with insurgency and was used
Mr. and Mrs. Claude L. Miller,
"Washington security lid."
presidentia
as
a
l
guard
unit.
Officers
travelers
checks.
and
Bro. Roy Beasley will be
Speaking before more than 1,Vann at that time had seen it By HERSCHEL NISSENSON. Bob Gibson won his fourth con- about to be outdone by Valen- Martin's Chapel Road.
said they found a stolen vehicle
speaking
on the subject, "The
Miller
Dr.
certified
a
board
is
000 young people and vocational
tine
Associated
and
secutive
Press
Garvey.
game
Louis
St.
He
as
Sports
stepped on
Writer
believed to have been the geta- was a Vietnamese war that had
agriculture teachers at the
Houston's Fred Gladding and edged San Diego 3-2. The Chi- second base,forcing Sanguillen, obstetrician-gynecologist and Challenges Of A Gospel
way car about two and a half to be fought primarily by the
Kentucky convention of the Fubut then heaved the ball into has been chief of the Depart- Meeting" at the 10:40 a.m.
Vietnamese. He said Americans Philadelphia's Chris Short sup- cago Cubs and San Francisco
miles from the bank shortly
ture Farmers of America, Cook
the
plied
fast
relief
from
first base dugout as two ment of Ob-Gyn at the Army's services at the Seventh and
were
rained
out.
could serve only as advisers
their reafter the robbery.
European Medical Specialty Poplar Church of Christ on
called for the reinstatement of
more runs came across.
Gladding lumbered out of the
and examples to the then cor- spective bullpens Friday night
the people's basic right to know Recycling
That was all Pittsburgh's Center in Landstuhl, Germany, ySunciay, June 11.
rupt Vietnamese officer corps. but Don Sutton of Los Angeles Houston bullpen with the Astros
The. scripture from II
what the government is doing.
OWENSBORO,Ky.( AP)— In
His selfless example in those could have used something— clinging to a 3-1 lead in the Steve Blass needed as he for the past ihree years. He will
"The greatest deterrent to an apparent innovation in West- days won enduring respect namely, infielders—to ease the eighth inning and found a Met checked the Dodgers on three begin a two year research Timothy 4:1-5 will be read by
democracy is the failure of the ern Kentucky, an Owensboro from the Vietnamese.
pain.
on every base and none out fol- hits for his sixth straight victo- fellowship in perinatal biology Ed Greenfield. Prayers will be
people to have freedom of in- beer distributor is paying 10
While Short threw one pitch lowing two walks and a field- ry. The only damaging blow at the University of Southern led by Jack Rose and S.V. Foy.
Ironically, it was Vann who
The six p.m. sermon topic will
cents a pound for empty alumi- rallied the first all-American and got the win in the Phillies' er's choice.
formation,- he said.
was Frank Robinson's sixth-in- California, Los Angeles County
be "The Parable of the Tares"
num cans.
ning homer, his eighth of the Hospital, on July 1.
Gladding threw a sinker and
force to fight in a Vietnam 4-3 triumph over Atlanta and
Arriving today for the family with the scripture from MatMiner
The VVhitmer Beverage Co., a battle, a makeshift outfit of Gladding did even better by Rusty Staub grounded into a season and 511th of his career,
HARLAN, Ky.( AP) — A 27- company spokesman said, mod- about 60 Americans, including tossing two pitches and picking forceout as a run scored. He tying him with Mel Ott for 10th reunion are Mr. and Mrs. Mitt thew 13:24-30 to be read by Earl
Miller, and family Steve, Jeff, Nanny. Joe Garland and Max
year-old Harlan miner has been eled the recycling operation the cook and water purification up three outs in the Astros' 4-2 threw another and Cleon Jones place on the all-time list.
killed when he struck a low after that of the Falls City man,gathered on a burning hot victory over the New York rapped into an inning-ending
The red-hot Reds made it 10 and Kathy Anne, Stone Walker will lead the prayers.
projection while riding in a Brewing Co. in Louisville.
Mets, Sutton suffered through a double play. After Jim Fregosi of 11 by downing Montreal as Mountain, Ga., Dr. and Mrs.
day in January 1963.
Johnny Bohannon will make
mine car in a •Belman Coal Co.
Vann was telling them to dis- four-hit, three-error first inning opened the ninth with a single, Pete Rose whacked his first David Miller, and sons, Matt the announcements and Don
Retire
mine in Harlan County.
casd their advisory role and that saw Pittsburgh pour five Gladding fed a double play homer and Johnny Bench his and Mike, of Columbus, Ohio, Maley will direct the song
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — trap Communist guerrillas flee- runs across the plate and whip pill—the Astros' fourth of the 15th, a two-run shot, both in the Mr. and Mrs. Cary Miller and service.
Rubin Pelicans Jr. and five
other men were coining out of The state Personnel Board has ing from the bloody battle- the Dodgers 5-1.
third inning. Bench also singled sons, Cary II and Mark, Rockgame—to Ken Boswell.
the mine when the accident oc- approved a rule requiring all ground of Ap Bac, the first big
Coupled with Cincinnati's 6-3
He also picked up his second a run across as the Reds got ford, Ill.
The senior Millers will obcurred, said Wallace Harris, state merit system employes to action of the Vietnam war.
verdict over Montreal, the major league run batted in—he off winging with three runs in
serve their 37th wedding ansafety director for the Harlan retire at the age of 70.
"Darnmit, the Vietnamese Dodgers slipped into second first came up to the big leagues the first inning
Personnel Board rules apply won't fight. We have to do it place in the National League in 1961—with a squeeze bunt off
County -Coat-OperotacsAss
Joe Torre's ninth -inning niversary on Sunday, June-41.
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